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All kiwi species (Apteryx spp.) have suffered serious decline since human arrival and are nowadays threatened on the New Zealand mainland. One of the most elusive, and as a result least
known among the different kiwi species, is the great spotted kiwi (Apteryx haastii). Hence, little
is known about the current status of the remaining great spotted kiwi populations or their population dynamics. Three main ‘natural’ populations are found in Northwest Nelson, the Paparoa
Range and in the Arthur’s Pass Hurunui district. In 2007, the Department of Conservation
started a great spotted kiwi population dynamics study in the North Branch of the Hurunui, the
area where this research project was conducted. Kiwi workers of the Department of Conservation (Waimakariri area office) captured and VHF radio-tagged 11 kiwi between March and July
2007 in the North Branch and started to collect radio tracking and activity data. To improve this
existing data set, 10 of the 11 birds were intensely radio tracked using triangulation and homing
techniques during December 2007 to April 2008 for this Master’s research project. Estimated
home-range sizes for great spotted kiwi in the North Branch varied between 19.59 ha and 35.41
ha, with a calculated mean of 29.3 ha for adult birds. The kiwi population in a defined research
area of 60 km² in the Hurunui North Branch was estimated to be around 290 birds. The density
for the whole area monitored by the Department of Conservation in the North Branch was estimated to be 2.25 pairs per km² plus subadults or in other terms 4.83 birds per km². These density
estimates are much higher than results of earlier studies in the Arthurs Pass/Hurunui district.
Movement plots of three bonded pairs showed that partners stayed in territories they shared.
Nevertheless pairs shared only in 5% of days (n=38) shelters but regularly met during night and
kept in contact via calls especially prior to meetings. Nightly travel distances varied between
488-1657 m. Furthermore, the most frequent travel distances covered per hour ranged between
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50-150 m. The results of this study provide information for other kiwi researchers and raise additional questions for other projects regarding great spotted kiwi biology, behaviour and dynamics still need to be answered (e.g. habitat requirements). Finally, the results of this study alone
are poor indicators of current population health, but they do provide a scientific baseline for any
subsequent population monitoring for the great spotted kiwi population status and health in the
North Branch area. If future monitoring shows that the great spotted kiwi population is at risk,
suitable management actions can be applied and their success can be correctly evaluated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

General introduction

Since its break-up from the Gondwana landmass c. 80 million years ago, New Zealand has been
isolated from the rest of the world. It experienced a unique evolution and as a result is home to
many endemic bird species. Possibly the most prominent bird species, which are even treated as
unofficial national symbols, are the species of Apteryx (Family: Apterygidae; Order Struthioniformes) commonly known as kiwi (Herbert & Daugherty 2002).
The Department of Conservation (DoC) currently classifies five species of Apteryx being:
little spotted kiwi (Apteryx owenii), great spotted kiwi (A. haastii), brown kiwi (A. mantelli),
rowi kiwi (A. rowi) and tokoeka kiwi (A. australis) (Holzapfel et al. 2008). Within brown and
tokoeka kiwi, four sub-species can be distinguished by geographical and genetical variation
(Baker et al. 1995; Burbidge et al. 2003; Holzapfel et al. 2008; Shepherd & Lambert 2008).
However, the taxonomy of kiwi continues to be an issue of debate. Similar to the taxonomy
issues, the exact historic distribution and current densities of kiwi are still uncertain. It is known
that brown kiwi and little spotted kiwi were once widespread throughout mainland New Zealand
in pre-European times and that the great spotted kiwi (GSK) has always been restricted to the
South Island of New Zealand (Marchant & Higgins 1990).
All kiwi species have suffered serious decline since human arrival and are nowadays
threatened on the New Zealand mainland (McLennan et al. 1996; Basse et al. 1999). Even
within a relatively short time frame of 10 years, the population decline seems to be observable.
For example, Robertson (2003) estimated that the total great spotted kiwi population of 85,000
birds in 1996 would decrease to 57,000 by 2006. The just recently published Kiwi (Apteryx spp.)
Recovery Plan 2008-2018 revised his estimate; it is now giving a number of 16,000 GSK for
2008, which will most likely be decreased to 13,000 by 2018 (Holzapfel et al. 2008). In fact the
real status and population size of the GSK population remains to a large extend uncertain. Main
causes of decline are assumed to be habitat loss and predation by introduced animals such as
stoats (Mustela erminea) and dogs (Canis lupus familiaris) (McLennan & McCann 1994;
McLennan et al. 1996)
In the New Zealand Threat Classification System Lists (Hitchmough et al. 2007) all kiwi
species are currently classified as ‘threatened’ (see Table 1). Rowi (Apteryx rowi) and Haast
tokoeka (Apteryx australis ‘Haast’) are classified as ‘acutely threatened’ indicating that they are
facing a very high risk of extinction in the wild, whereas brown kiwi, GSK and tokoeka kiwi are
classified as ‘chronically threatened’, meaning that they are facing the risk of extinction as well,
but that danger is mitigated by either a large total population and/or a slower decline rate. The
little spotted kiwi is listed as ‘at risk’ as the population is currently recovering, but throughout
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its limited range this kiwi species is still vulnerable to rapid decline due to a new yet unknown
threat (Molloy et al. 2002) .
Table 1 Threat classifications of kiwi species

Kiwi Species

New Zealand Threat
Classification System Lists

IUCN Red List Category

Great Spotted Kiwi

Chronically threatened

Vulnerable

Rowi

Actually threatened

Under review / not yet recognised as a discrete species

Brown Kiwi

Chronically threatened

Endangered

Little Spotted Kiwi

At risk

Near threatened

Haast tokoeka

Acutely threatened

Not recognised as a species

Tokoeka Kiwi

Chronically threatened

Vulnerable

To save the kiwi from further decline and subsequent extinction on the mainland the Kiwi Recovery Programme (Bank of New Zealand; Department of Conservation and the Royal Forest &
Bird Society) was established in 1991 (Sales 2005). In the Kiwi Recovery Plans (Butler &
McLennan 1991; Robertson 2003) (Holzapfel et al. 2008) the DoC has identified research issues
and management actions to secure and recover current kiwi populations. One important research
issue identified was the lack of information on population dynamics of some kiwi taxa, like accurate population sizes, survival rates, productivity, dispersal and recruitment (Robertson 2003).
Without this fundamental information it is difficult to give any statement about current kiwi
population trends, which are crucial for effective management.
One of these kiwi species with little population information is the GSK. In fact among the
different kiwi species the GSK is considered to be the most elusive and as a result the least
known (McLennan & McCann 1991; Wilson 2004; Van Hal & Grant 2007). Although since the
1980’s a lot of effort has been taken to study the ecology of GSK, little is known about GSK
populations dynamics (McLennan & McCann 1991). Even its exact present distribution is still
unknown, but it is assumed that the range of this species has contracted by at least 30% since
European settlement (McLennan & McCann 1994).
Currently only three main populations are left, found in Northwest Nelson, the Paparoa
Range and in the Arthur’s Pass Hurunui district. Moreover, between 2004 and 2006, a new GSK
population was established through a wild-to-wild reintroduction of 16 birds from Gouland
Downs (Northwest Nelson) to the Nelson Lakes National Park (Paton et al. 2007; Van Hal &
Grant 2007). The population in the Arthur’s Pass Hurunui District is considered to be the smallest and most isolated of all the GSK main populations with an estimated total of around 3000
birds and a population density of 2-3 birds/km². It is therefore the most vulnerable population
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for further declines in population size and distribution (McLennan & McCann 1994). Hence
monitoring and research are essential to gain an indication of the GSK population status and
their current rate of decline in the Hurunui District. The knowledge gained would enable DoC to
undertake appropriate management action if required (Robertson 2003).
The North Branch (since 1997/98) and the South Branch (since 1995) of the Hurunui are already
managed by DoC as a ‘Mainland Island’1, and the South Branch is also part of the ‘Operation
Ark’2 programme (Newell & Leathwick 2005). As the Mainland Island concept is not concentrating on kiwi management, kiwi-call counts are currently the only kiwi-related monitoring
activity. Some results indicate that whereas the South Branch may have a stable population, the
North Branch GSK population seems to be in continuous decline (Van Hal & Grant 2007). A
similar impression for the North Branch population was gained from mark-recapture monitoring, established by members of the Kiwi Recovery Group in 1999/2000 as part of a long-term
population study (Robertson 2005; Van Hal & Grant 2007). The results of the mark-recapture
study give cause for concern as it appeared that for adequate management of the North Branch
(e.g. Operation Nest Egg3, predator control) it would be critical to have a more detailed knowledge about the status of the existing population. Therefore, DoC started a research programme
in March 2007 lasting until December 2007 (when its purpose changed to Operation Nest Egg)
investigating GSK population dynamics in the North Branch of the Hurunui in which this Master’s research project was embedded.

1.2

Current knowledge about GSK

1.2.1

General biology

In the following, a short overview of the basic biological aspects regarding GSK is provided. As
mentioned above, the GSK are the least known kiwi species, therefore little scientific literature
is available. Most previous information about GSK have been obtained by McLennan and
McCann (1991) during their Northwest Nelson study.

GSK are flightless birds, reaching body heights of about 45-50 cm (Marchant & Higgins 1990),
bill lengths between 83-135 mm (McLennan & McCann 1991) and weights ranging between
1750-4300 g (McLennan & McCann 1994). The body size and weight of the birds vary along an
altitudinal gradient and are found to be higher in upland kiwi populations than in lowland populations (McLennan & McCann 1991).
1

Mainland Island: is a project operated by DoC, which aims to protect and restore habitats on the mainland through intensive
management of introduced pest species. There are currently six mainland islands in New Zealand.
2
Operation Ark is a programme run by DoC using intensive pest control at specific sites in order to protect vulnerable populations
of endangered bird and bat species.
3
Operation Nest Egg (ONE) is a special kiwi breeding programme from the Bank of New Zealand, where kiwi eggs are collected
in the wild, hatched in captivity and chicks are later released into the wild again.
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For a more detailed description of appearance see Marchant and Higgins (1990). GSK can
be encountered on the West Coast, in the Nelson area and the Canterbury region of the South
Island of New Zealand (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). They are known as the ‘mountaineer’ of
the kiwi species (Department of Conservation 2005). This label gives evidence on where to find
these kiwi, even though they live in all forest types from sea level to the bush-line they are most
numerous in the mountainous regions (McLennan & McCann 1991). Still, almost nothing is
known about their habitat requirements, except that they frequently use holes and hollow logs
for day-time sheltering and incubation (Robertson & Colbourne 2003), and somehow seem to be
dependent on them. GSK are presumed to be mostly monogamous and nocturnal (McLennan &
McCann 1991). Day-time hours are spend by kiwi sleeping in shelters located in natural holes
under roots of living trees, in hollows under thick vegetation or in holes inside or underneath
fallen logs (Marchant & Higgins 1990). Also, kiwi are considered to have up to 100 shelters
within a territory from which they usually choose a different one every day.
Regarding their home-range movements not much more known than that they are sedentary within territories (Marchant & Higgins 1990). More information regarding the food of GSK
is provided by Marchant and Higgins (1990), gained from an analysis of faeces collected by
McLennan and McCann. Results of this unpublished study indicate that GSK are probing the
ground, rotting logs or tussock tillers to feed mainly on invertebrates, fruits, berries, leaves, beetle larvae (Coleoptera spp.), earthworms (Lumbricina spp.), spiders (Araneae spp.), large crickets (Gryllidae spp.) and occasionally on freshwater crayfish (Paranephrops planifrons) and native snails (Powelliphanta spp.), but still GSK seems to be the most vegetarian of the kiwi species.
Little is also known about breeding and the mating seasons of GSK. No information was
found in literature regarding the months when mating takes place or the time eggs need for internal development before they are laid. Generally, a single white egg is laid in a burrow otherwise chosen as a day shelter and was seldom found to be replaced if lost (McLennan & McCann
1991; Van Hal & Grant 2007). Egg weights ranged between 420-450 g during the Northwest
Nelson study, but the sample size (n=3) was relatively small (McLennan & McCann 1991).
Nevertheless McLennan and McCann concluded that this data suggests that the eggs of GSK are
about 10-20% smaller in comparison to other kiwi species. The breeding season of GSK was
observed to range from July-November (McLennan & McCann 1991) and incubation lasts c.
65-75 days (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). Incubation is shared between the male and female,
which is unique among kiwi. The male incubates throughout the day and the female usually
takes over each night when the male leaves the breeding burrow to feed (Marchant & Higgins
1990). Results from the Northwest Nelson study showed that the female took over the nest for
an average of 5.1 hours per night (McLennan & McCann 1991). During the study the nest was
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left unattended about 20% of the time when the male was feeding. Furthermore hatching success
of GSK was estimated be c. 37% (McLennan et al. 1996). The low hatching success was identified to be mainly caused by microbes, which cause eggs to become rotten during the course of
incubation (McLennan et al. 1996).
Literally nothing is known about chick survival, nursing or the relationship to parents.
The reason for this lack of information is that very few GSK chicks have been encountered by
kiwi field workers (Gasson 2005). Since the Rotoiti Nature Recovery Project has now successfully transmittered four GSK chicks (Department of Conservation 2008, 30th June), knowledge
about this critical phase of GSK life will hopefully become available soon. However, as intensive predator management is carried out in Rotoiti, the survival rates will not be comparable
with unmanaged GSK populations. As there is no other information available, results of a study
undertaken by McLennan et al. (1996) on brown kiwi are often applied to GSK. Results of this
research indicate that kiwi chicks and juveniles are most vulnerable to predation through stoats
(Mustela erminea) and cats (Felis catus) when less than six months old. The reasons for this is
that at this age they usually only have a weight of c. 1 kg, which is thought to be at the threshold
for predation (Robertson 2004). McLennan et al. (1996) estimated that a total of about 60% of
young brown kiwi are killed by predators.
The reason why so little information is available on GSK egg, chick and juvenile survival
and behaviour is based on their secretive behaviour and they are regarded to be the most shy and
elusive kiwi species (Van Hal & Grant 2007). Also, if GSK are disturbed by researchers, they
have been observed breaking their eggs and even pushing them out of the burrows, or deserting
their chicks and leaving them without any protection against predation (McLennan & McCann
1991). A recent attempt was made by Eastwood (2002) to monitor GSK breeding in the Taramakau Valley and even though no information was gathered about chick and juvenile survival, improvements were made to monitoring methods (Eastwood 2002).
An important part of kiwi behaviour is the calling. GSK are regarded to be the most vocal
kiwi species. Calls by female or male kiwi are easy to distinguish, but can be mistaken for calls
of other birds such as weka (Gallirallus australis) (Marchant & Higgins 1990). According to
McLennan and McCann (1991) call rates vary seasonally, between nights and within nights.
They seem to be highest in mid-summer and under calm weather conditions. Birds start to call at
dusk and continue all through the night to finish at dawn. Calls are audible over several kilometres in humid, still conditions. They are supposed to have mainly two functions. First, they seem
to be a kind of territorial defence. Territory holders signal neighbours and potential intruders
that this territory is occupied and will be defended. The second reason is information exchange
between members of a bonded pair to stay in contact throughout the night.
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Kiwi call counts are widely used to index kiwi abundance and presence (McLennan &
McCann 1991). They are standardized in a nationwide call count monitoring scheme established
by the Kiwi Recovery Group in 1993 (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). For more details refer to
the Kiwi (Apteryx spp.) Best Practise Manual by Robertson and Colbourne (2003).

1.2.2

Aging and Sexing GSK

Accurate aging and sexing of kiwi is essential when analysing data and for comparison with
results of other studies. Furthermore, aging of kiwi allows estimating the age structure of a
population, which is a powerful indicator of population health. However, if estimated bird ages
are incorrect, population health could be misinterpreted and the wrong management action undertaken. For kiwi, body size and bill measurements are widely-used to differentiate between
sexes and age categories (Sales 2005).

Aging
The following GSK age categories were defined by Robertson and Colbourne (2003) and used
in this Master’s research project. Chicks are defined by their continuous stay in their birth nest
or at least their daily return to it and can be up to 50 days old. Juvenile GSK are independent
from a nest and are 10-150 days old. The term subadult is used for kiwi, being between 150
days and 4.5 years old and that have not started to breed. Adults are kiwi, which have started to
breed or are over 4.5 years old. But how to estimate the age of a GSK? Unfortunately aging kiwi
is difficult and can often only be done by repeated handling and measuring weight and bill
length. For example, the weight of kiwi chicks decline for the first 10-20 days, before increasing. So if the weight is declining, the chick is likely to be less than 15 days old. Furthermore, it
is possible to use the bill length, as it grows in a linear fashion for the first 180 days. Therefore,
bill length of a chick/juvenile of unknown age can be calibrated against a known aged chicks’ in
a certain study area (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). Subadult and adult GSK are distinguished
by using bill length. If bill length does not increase by 1.5 mm within six months, the kiwi is
regarded to be an adult. Therefore, estimated ages of kiwi often have to be corrected when a
second bill measurement has been taken a few months later.

Sexing
Kiwi can be sexed by measurements like bill length and/or by molecular analysis. In all kiwi
species the females are heavier and larger than males. Sexes are usually distinguished by bill
length as the bill lengths for females are generally longer. According to Robertson and Colbourne (2003) who evaluated measurements taken in the North Branch of GSK, any bird with a
bill longer than 104 mm is likely to be a female. But these assumptions have to be handled with
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care as it is difficult to distinguish between a female subadult where the bill is not fully grown
yet and an adult male kiwi. In addition there is sometimes an overlap between bill length of
large males and small females, the same applies for weight. Therefore, sometimes feathers are
collected for monocular analysis, for sexing birds with the help of DNA sequencing. Another
method currently under development for sexing GSK uses middle toe measurements (Robertson
& Colbourne 2003).

Aging and sexing kiwi is especially difficult when birds are not fully grown. Therefore repeated
measurements or DNA analysis are necessary to determine these features with certainty.

1.2.3

Nature and scope of current GSK research

The overall research question of the GSK DoC population project was:
Is the GSK population in the North Branch of the Hurunui
declining to extinction or currently stable?
One commonly used population biology tool in endangered species management to determine
the fitness of a population is the Population Viability Analysis (PVA). PVA models use speciesspecific characteristics together with environmental variability to determine if a population is
self-sustaining over the long term under current conditions and/or under proposed management
(Reed et al. 2002). PVA key factors for kiwi populations according to Robertson (2004) are:
initial population size, adult sex ratio, number of eggs laid per pair and year, age of first breeding, survival rates (egg, chick, juvenile, subadult and adult), immigration and emigration rates.
To gain information about all these key factors is beyond the scope of a Master’s research project, due to a limited timeframe and finances. Accordingly, this research tries to estimate some
fundamental population dynamics, such as GSK population size, movement, activity patterns
and general behaviour to establish a basis for the future research on GSK in the North Branch.
Other factors such as survival rates, especially of eggs and juvenile GSK, are most difficult to
gain and there is little known about them. As already mentioned in the last section, GSK
egg/chick survival research is very difficult (McLennan & McCann 1991; Eastwood 2002; Paton et al. 2007) and requires more than one breeding season. Therefore such topics were assumed to be not appropriate for this Master’s research project.
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Information gaps, which were identified during the literature review on GSK and are going to be
addressed in this research project are:
Objective 1: GSK movement and behaviour


Movement
How large is the typical activity range of a GSK in the Hurunui North Branch?
Do different pairs of GSK have similar-sized home ranges?
Do the home ranges of neighbouring GSK pairs overlap?
In which way do GSK pairs use their home range?
How far do GSK move at night?



Basic behaviour
Are GSK active during the day?
If yes, how long is their mean activity per day?



Intra specific relationships (social behaviour)
Do male and female GSK use their home range in the same way?
Do female and male GSK use the same area for sheltering?
How close is the relationship between male and female kiwi according to patterns of
home range use?

Objective 2: Population parameters of GSK in the North Branch


Estimation of size and density of GSK population in research area A and B (research
area subsection)
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Chapter 2 Material, methods and literature review
2.1

Study area

In North Canterbury (South Island of New Zealand), where the Southern Alps divide the West
coast from the Lake Sumner Forest Park, the Hurunui River has its upper reaches. The river
itself has two branches: the North Branch, which arises west of Lake Sumner at the Harper Pass,
and the South Branch, an ancient glaciated tributary that joins the main river eight miles below
the lake. The temperate rainforest that covers the hills and valleys around the main divide is
home to a kiwi species that today can only be found in three separated populations – the GSK
(Butler & McLennan 1991; Robertson 2003). The North Hurunui/Lake Sumner population is
part of the third and smallest one, the Arthur’s Pass – Hurunui population.
To find out more about population density and numbers, as well as behavioural aspects,
two research areas were created in the North Hurunui region (Fig.1). Research area A is the
field work and data collecting area and follows the upper Hurunui from about six km east of
Harper Pass eastwards down to DoC’s No.3 Hut. Research area B is the non-treatment site of
the Hurunui Mainland Island and includes area A, following the upper Hurunui River in the
North Branch valley from Harper Pass passing DoC’s No. 3 hut down to the mainland island
stock fence for a length of about 10 km and a width of three km. This site was used for population density estimation as it is naturally fenced by mountains and by the mainland island stock
fence. This creates an island situation with more or less homogeny premises on each elevation
level where cows and dogs are not present and no vegetation treatment such as spraying is carried out. As already mentioned the North Branch of the Hurunui is part of the Lake Sumner Forest Park and has been managed by the Department of Conservation since 1997 as the nontreatment/comparison site of the Hurunui Mainland Island. For monitoring purposes trap catch
is used to index stoat abundance and kiwi monitoring is carried out in the North Branch as part
of the national call count scheme (Van Hal & Grant 2007).
The North Branch of the Hurunui is located in mountainous terrain; the highest peak
reaches over 1670 m asl. and the lowest part at the valley floor has an elevation of about 600 m
asl. The rainfall is dependent on the exact location within the valley as there is a strong west–
east rainfall gradient, ranging from approximately 4000 mm to 1200 mm per year (Jane 1985).
The North Branch is also part of the Hope Ecological Area.
The vegetation mainly consists of beech forest (Nothofagus sp.) and regenerating scrubland with mountain ribbonwood (Hoheria glabrata) and kanuka (Kunzea ericoides) /manuka
(Leptospermum scoparium), sub-alpine shrub land, alpine snow tussock land communities and
tussock grassland in the drier eastern areas. The beech forests are dominated by mountain beech
(Nothofagus solandri var. cliffortioides), red beech (Nothofagus fusca) and silver beech (Not-
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hofagus menziesii). At higher altitudes mountain tōtara (Podocarpus hallii) becomes more important (Wardle 1984).

Fig. 1 For this Master’s research two research areas were created in the North Branch, Research Area A and B.

2.2

Radio telemetry

2.2.1

Introduction

According to Mech and Barber (2002), radio telemetry is one of the most “useful” techniques
and the most common approach for studying wildlife behaviour, population biology and ecology. Radio telemetry equipment use radio signals, which are transmitted from or to a device
that has been attached to an animal to determine its location. It is a wildlife assessment and
management tool, which has a versatile range of applications. It has been used to study animal
locations and movement in order to get information about home range, dispersal, migration,
resource use and selection, behaviour, mortality, survival and population abundance (Fuller et
al. 2005). Radio telemetry allows to observe elusive animals like the GSK more constantly and
frequently than animals marked by other methods (Nova et al. 2005). It allows precise identification of individual animals and ideally collection of information about the animal location as
often as required. It is also possible to apply a systematic sampling design, which reduces many
sources of potential bias (Kenward 2001).
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Nowadays there are three different types of radio-tracking. The oldest, which has been
used since 1963 (Mech 1983) and which is still the standard technique, is VHF (very high frequency) radio tracking. An animal wearing a VHF transmitter can be tracked by a person on the
ground by using a special receiver with an aerial. The advantages for using VHF radio tracking
is that the transmitters/ collars are relatively low in price, batteries are long-lasting and the accuracy for getting radio locations from ground can be as good as ± 5 m even in areas with
dense vegetation or steep terrain, depending on effort taken by researchers (Sutherland et al.
2004). The disadvantages are that it is a labour-intensive and time-consuming method, as data
have to be collected manually and consequently it is expensive in terms of staff costs (Mech &
Barber 2002).
Therefore, other approaches have been developed for tracking animals; such as the use of
satellites and GPS (Global Positioning System). Satellite tracking was first used in the early
1970’s (Buechner et al. 1971). It uses a much more powerful transmitter than the VHF system.
The signal, which is sent by an animal’s attached Platform Transmitter Terminal (PTT), is received by satellites. The animal’s calculated location is then sent to a computer where it is
stored. Advantages are that there is no field work required once the animals are tagged with the
PTT. Disadvantages are that satellite tracking requires a much higher initial setup cost as the
transmitters are about 10 times more expensive than VHF transmitters and there is also a fee for
using the satellite system (ARGOS), which comes to minimum of US$1,000 for selective daily
data for each individual transmitter through a year (Kenward 2001; Mech & Barber 2002). Besides that, this method provides less accurate data, PTT accuracy ranges from 150 m to several
km, especially in dense forests or steep terrain. In addition, for most species, the transmitters
are shorter-lived than VHF systems and very heavy (Mech & Barber 2002). Furthermore, it is
not possible to track animals from the ground without further inbuilt tag equipment, which
makes location of an animal hard and transmitter change difficult.
The third animal tracking technique is based on the use of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) to determine locations of animals and was first used on wildlife in the mid 1990’s. The
tag, which is attached to an animal is a receiver that picks up signals from up to 24 satellites
(ideal conditions) and uses an attached data logger to analyse and store the animal’s locations at
regular predetermined intervals (Kenward 2001). GPS collars will store the data and then drop
off the animal to allow data collection, or even transmit the data to another set of satellites
(ARGOS). GPS tags are relatively short lived and also heavy in comparison to VHF transmitters (GPS tags: three weeks - 10 months; VHF ≤ six years), since they need a considerable
amount of battery power (Mech & Barber 2002). In addition, GPS telemetry is quite expensive
with prices for transmitters starting at US$3,800 plus a receiver for about US$5,000 which is
required if a direct download of data from a recovered GPS tag is not possible (FAO 2007).
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With a maximum accuracy under perfect conditions (flat terrain, no canopy coverage) of about
± 10 to 20 meters (FAO 2007), they do have a higher accuracy than PTTs (Fuller et al. 2005),
but can be less accurate than VHF transmitters, especially when used within dense vegetation
cover, steep terrain and extreme weather conditions (Dussault et al. 1999). However, the largest
problem could be missing location data especially when data are transmitted on a pre-defined
schedule, as the GPS receiver often does not have reception. Location fix rates on free-ranging
animals of < 50 percent have been commonly reported in literature (D'Eon & Delparte 2005).
Since all these unfavourable conditions are found within the North Branch of the Hurunui, and
the expenses are again very high whereas the accuracy can be low, the GPS tracking method
was also deemed as unsuitable for this GSK study. The above literature review indicated that
the most suitable method to get information about GSK movement and behaviour therefore
seemed to be the VHF radio telemetry. No other methods seemed to provide the ability to obtain accurate data within the steep terrain and dense forest cover of the Hurunui North Branch.

2.2.2

Radio tagging

Since 1999/2000 a mark-recapture study by the Kiwi Recovery Group is carried out in the
North Branch every five years and to this day a total of twenty-six GSK were banded and radio-tagged. Because the radio tagging happened years ago, all batteries of the transmitters were
already flat at the start of this project.
The birds, which were intensely studied for this Master’s project, were captured between
March and July 2007 by DoC staff. A total of 11 birds out of five pairs (Table 2) were caught
with the help of two kiwi dogs and new VHF leg-transmitters were attached. During radio tagging, measurements like bill length and weight of the birds were also taken as they are of importance for the identification of gender and age (Wylie 2007). As these factors give only an
indication of gender and age, feathers were collected for DNA analysis. The DNA, which is
extracted from the feathers is furthermore analysed in a postdoctoral project by Dr. Karen Nutt
(University of Waikato) to get more knowledge about the degree of relationship between the
birds. Unfortunately the results of the DNA analysis were not available during the compilation
of this document. To make sure that the transmitters themselves or their attachment stripes have
no negative influence on the birds’ health condition, each bird was examined on the initial capture and at every transmitter change. Furthermore, the birds were banded so that even if the
VHF transmitters were removed or lost it would be possible to identify the birds, which is important for the ongoing mark-recapture study.
Transmitters of the birds studied were changed (new transmitters were attached) between
February 2008 and April 2008. An additional 18 birds were captured, banded and radio tagged
between May and July 2008 by DoC staff and one dog handler for the purpose of Operation
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Nest Egg. These 18 birds were not radio tracked for this master study, but used to get an indication of occupancy rate of research area A (see territory map subsection).

Tags
VHF tags or transmitters are electronic devices that emit radio waves at specific intervals
(pulses) within a given frequency. In New Zealand, wildlife tags operate in a two MHz frequency range between 160 and 162 MHz (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). The VHF transmitters used are so called Egg Timers (used for incubation detection), which had been originally
developed for Haast tokoeka and rowi by Wildtech Ltd. For the GSK North Branch project the
Haast tokoeka version had been used as it is believed that it is the most comparable species
regarding behaviourally aspects to GSK (Wylie 2007).

Fig. 2 Attaching
an Egg Timer to
Rooster, one of
the 10 studied
birds. Note the
metal band on the
other leg, all
captured GSK got
additional banded.

Adult Egg Timer versions were used and have a total weight of about 23 grams. It is vital to use
the lightest tag available fulfilling the demands of the researcher. Too heavy transmitters could
reduce the survival of animals as their movements are handicapped and therefore these animals
face a higher risk of predation, plus they may not breed as well (Robertson & Colbourne 2003).
The recommend tag weight for birds is no more than two-to-three percent of body-mass (Sutherland et al. 2004). The lightest kiwi tagged in the North Branch between 2007/2008 had a
weight of 2125 g; hence the tag weight is slightly more than one percent of body-mass. The
tags used for kiwi are leg mounted, and attachment advice was available from the Kiwi Best
Practise Manual (Robertson & Colbourne 2003). However, Egg Timers are more than just VHF
transmitter. They have been designed to detect the start and end of the incubation period and
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output the number of days since the start or end of incubation. In addition they give 14 more
outputs on activity data (Wildtech Ltd.). The activity data are stored in the Egg Timers for the
duration of one week and can be collected at any time. Information about the day of change of
status into incubating mode or non incubation mode is stored until there is another change of
status. To turn the transmitter on and off a magnet is used. After the Egg Timer is started it can
output three different pulse rates 30 ppm (not incubating), 48 ppm (incubating) and 80 ppm
(mortality). These pulse rates are broken by a series of 15 outputs, which are transmitted
through a beep sequences in about 10 minutes. At the end of this sequence only the pulse is
transmitted for about three minutes. Then the sequence is transmitted again. According to
Wildtech Ltd. (2007) the 15 outputs give information about:

1. Days since change of state

9. Activity 6 days ago

2. Activity yesterday

10.Activity 7 days ago

3. Mean activity

11.Fidget sum yesterday

4. Twitch counter

12.Fidget sum 2 days ago

5. Activity 2 days ago

13.Fidget count yesterday

6. Activity 3 days ago

14.Twitch counter

7. Activity 4 days ago

15.Pulse counter

8. Activity 5 days ago

Each output is transmitted by two numbers like the following example (Wildtech Ltd. 2007):
6 Pulses

4 Pulses

Standard pulsing ...(3sec gap)...(3sec gap)...(3sec gap)...5 standard pulses before next output.
If this was the output for the twitch counter for example, which gives the activity of the bird,
this bird has moved 42 times during the last 10 minutes. How is the output read? The output in
the example was 64; each number in the output has to be reduced by two, giving 42.
One whole 10 minute sequence would look like this example:
48ppm (incubating) /3,5/5,8/5,8/2,2/4,9/5,6/4,10/5,2/5,4/5,4/5,2/5,10/5,10/2,2/2,6/
Besides these informative outputs it is also possible to use the Egg Timers as normal VHF devices. The battery, which is included in the device, has an approximate life span of one year.
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Consequently every year the transmitters have to be removed from the kiwi and are replaced by
new transmitters. The removed transmitters can be sent to Wildtech Ltd. for battery replacement. Every radio tag used in the DoC project is emitting its signals on a different frequency
and therefore birds have different transmitter frequencies every year.

Birds
Within the research area, 22 birds were caught and banded between January-May 1999 and
March 2000 by the Kiwi Recovery Group for a capture-recapture study. In March 2005, during
the first five-yearly check on the former banded population of GSK, eight birds were captured
including four recaptures. The birds observed in this Master’s project were all caught between
March-July 2007 in conjunction with the ongoing population study of DoC. All 11 birds were
banded, weighed, health condition was checked, bill size was measured (Table 2) and a radio
transmitter was leg mounted. All birds were banded and also named. The sample size for this
study included six females and five males. Two of them were found to be sub-adult birds, and
the others seemed to be adults. One bird named Ari (possible another sub-adult) vanished after
a couple of months, probably sometime between October and November 2007. It is assumed
that its transmitter died; therefore this bird could not be used for the home range analysis carried out within this Master’s project, but took part in the activity analysis. When Ari was a
subadult, it is also possible that he left his territory and went into a different area, further away
from the research areas. Hence a total of 10 birds were intensely radio tracked for this Master’s
research project. Five of the 10 birds were recaptures of birds already banded by the Kiwi Recovery Group. The transmitters of all 10 birds were changed between February and April 2008.
In February 2008 during Carharrt’s transmitter change his partner Levi was captured but only
banded. In April 2008, the DoC project dropped their population study and committed all resources to Operation Nest Egg. For this reason between May-July 2008 another 18 birds were
caught, 11 of them were initial captures, six were first captured in 2000 and one bird was captured in 2005. Hence, a total of 43 birds were captured and banded between 1999 and 2008 in
the North Branch. For more detailed information about sex, measurements, health condition
and initial capture locations see Appendix 1.
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Table 2 Capture data for all birds radio-tracked during this study. Bill length and bird weight were used for sexing
and aging of the birds (A=adult; SA=subadult). Tx gives the channel after transmitter change in 2008,
names of pairs are equally coloured in green, red or blue.

Name

Date

Band

Tx
(new)

Sex

Age

Bill
Length
(mm)

W
(g)

Easting

Northing

Notes

Ari

21.3.07

R-29949

-

M

A?

93.0

2125

2427539

5832712

Vanished

Asterix

12.7.07

R-29946

06

M

A

89.1

2150

2422521

5831515

first captured 2000

Scabby

03.4.07

RA-1023

36

F

A

119.9

2700

2422138

5831744

first captured 2000

Taihau

30.3.07

RA-2941

22

F

SA

100.8

2550

2424000

5832700

initial capture

Rooster

02.4.07

R-62608

32

M

A

89.6

2420

2422904

5832712

first captured 2005

Stooge

02.4.07

RA-0211

42

F

A

111.7

3250

2422904

5832712

first captured 2000

Carharrt

03.4.07

RA-0135

20

M

A

100.3

2750

2425447

5833359

first captured 2000
initial capture

Bow

27.3.07

R-59195

10

F

SA

99.1

2150

2425500

5832720

Percy

28.3.07

R-29950

15

M

A

90.4

2190

2427375

5834414

initial capture

Clarabelle

28.3.07

RA-0791

05

F

A

120.6

3125

2427338

5834457

initial capture

Fiona

28.3.07

RA-0792

40

F

A

100.4

2550

2426831

5834306

initial capture

2.2.3

Radio tracking

Research setup
DoC had collected radio tracking and activity data since the 11 GSK were caught and radio
tagged in March 2007. Accordingly, the field sessions for this research project aimed to add to
these existing data sets. The five field sessions (December 2007 - April 2008) were organized
in 14 days stints and a team of two scientists working separated but simultaneous from different
fixed telemetry base points. An attempt was made to spend two consecutive days and nights for
each pair or single bird at two fixed telemetry base points. As the weather in the high country is
often unpredictable and changeable, this could not be achieved every time. However, the team
was equipped with two hand-held TR-4 receiver (TelonicsTM) together with two pairs of earcanal phones, two three-element folding Yagi antennas (Sirtrack Ltd.), two mirror compasses
with magnetic declination setup (Suunto MC-2G) and two hand-held GPS devises (Garmin
60CSx) for navigation, marking telemetry base points and for localisation of the radio-tagged
birds. The ear-canal phones were used for a better localisation of very weak or very strong
transmitter signals and when closer than 100 m to a bird to keep the noise level down. The TR4 receiver was chosen as a robust and reliable device, being nowadays one of the most widely
used receivers (Kenward 2001). In addition this model operates with nine volt batteries, so it
does not need mains power supply in the field. Preliminary to the field sessions some time was
spent to get practise in radio-tracking animals, where a hidden transmitter had to be located.
Special attention was given to the correlation of signal strength and increasing or decreasing
distance.
During the field sessions relocating of tagged kiwi was carried out ground based and
without the help of vehicles. Two different methods were used: throughout the night triangulation was used and homing was operated during day time. To determine the point in time when
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enough location fixes were obtained, incremental area analysis was carried out (see incremental
area part) using the software Ranges 6 (Anatrack Ltd).

Triangulation
In order to get a high data quality it was of particular importance to get practise in applied radio
telemetry before using it for data collection in the field. Therefore, a week was spent in the
North Branch tracking down hidden spare transmitters and receiving practical advice from
Malcolm Wylie, an experienced DoC field worker (Waimakariri office). Afterwards triangulation was used to determine the location of the studied kiwi during their active phase at night, as
the terrain is not suitable for homing at night and it was not desirable to disturb the kiwi in their
nocturnal movement. Throughout triangulation at least two bearings were used to identify their
intersection in order to determine an animal location. The triangulation started one hour before
sunset, continuing throughout the whole night until the birds returned to their day shelters. The
aim was to get a location of the studied birds at least every hour (see autocorrelation subsection) and to take the bearings at the same time. Dependent on the weather and the signal
strength it was not always possible to get as many locations as hoped.
Each night attempts were made to arrange the two telemetry base points in a way that the
bearings gained differ preferably by about 90 to 120 degrees as recommended by Kenward
(2001). To make sure that the radio fixes make sense and are not reflections, it was crucial that
the team stayed in contact throughout the whole night via VHF radios and that obtained fixes
were immediately plotted and evaluated (Kenward 2001). The bearings gained plus additional
data like weather including temperature, wind, precipitation; phase of the moon and kiwi calls
were also recorded (Appendix 5).

Homing
To verify the accuracy level of the triangulation at night, the studied birds were tracked down
during their inactive phase at daytime. To localise the studied kiwi in the field, the angle over
which the signal sounded loudest was judged. Afterwards the bearing was determined by mentally bisecting that angle. The next step was to follow the determined direction to move closer
to the signal. The described method was continued until the kiwi was within an estimated distance of about 30 m (to estimate the distance a spare transmitter was used for training). Now
the signal was circled to determine a bounded area in which the bird must have been, and triangulation was carried out. The exact position of the day shelter was normally not determined to
avoid disturbing the kiwi any more than necessary as this may have affected their natural behaviour. Once the position of the day shelter was estimated as accurately as possible the bird
location was marked by GPS. During the study it was observed that the birds were locating
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their day shelters rather close to the territory boundary. Therefore, it was proposed that the use
of homing locations alone could be sufficient for home-range size estimation (see home range
section).

Location error
Triangulation of radio signals is not an accurate measurement technique, but an estimation
method; therefore there are many errors which can occur in such a study. Errors can be caused
by variability in radio-wave propagation, by animal movement or equipment performance and
operation (Fuller et al. 2005).
One of the most common sources of error in triangulation are bearing errors that are often
caused by signal bounce (Hupp & Ratti 1983). Therefore, it is important to estimate and report
the location error together with the data analysis (Nams & Boutin 1991; Saltz 1994). There are
several methods to estimate this error. However, within this study mainly two bearings were
used for triangulation, hence only three methods are applicable; the beacon test (1) the beacon
test in conjunction with the error-polygon method (2) or the modified-beacon test (3) (Kenward
2001). The beacon test (1) is the most commonly used procedure to measure bearing errors
(White & Garrot 1990) and is an indicator of accuracy. The true location of transmitters which
are placed somewhere in the research area is known but is also determined by triangulation.
The deviations of the determined location from the actual location enable calculation of the
standard deviation of the bearing error and thus allows construction of confidence intervals
around individual estimated bearings (White & Garrot 1990). With these data it is now possible
to apply the error-polygon method (2) , which calculates a four-sided polygon formed by the
intersections of the intervals (standard deviation of bearings) around the estimated bearings
(Heezen & Tester 1967). This polygon contains the true location of the animal. The size of the
polygon is a measure of triangulation precision (White & Garrot 1990). The third possible
method is a modified-beacon test (3). Instead of using spare transmitters, visual observations of
radio-located animals are used to get true location data. According to an animal radio tracking
handbook from the British Columbia Ministry of Environment in Canada (1998) this is the best
confirmation of the accuracy of the location data gained. The difference between the errorpolygon method and the modified-beacon test arises in the type of error described in the results.
The error-polygon method gives an indication of the precision consistency of a tracking system
(Saltz & White 1990; Saltz 1994). If, however, the intention is to get knowledge about how
close an estimated location is to the true animal location an accuracy estimator like the beacon
test should be used (White & Garrot 1990). Therefore, for this Master’s research the third
method, the modified-beacon test was chosen. Animal locations gained from the telemetry base
points by triangulation in the inactive phase of the birds were compared with the locations
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gained by homing (Appendix 3). This straight approach has been used before (Saltz 1994). The
mean distance between actual and estimated bird location were calculated (linear error) (Garrott
et al. 1986). The statistical values for the calculated linear error are listed below in Table 3.
Table 3 Results of the modified-beacon test.

Number of tests

Mean error (m)

95% C.I. (m)

St. Dev.(m)

42

30.80

6.6

21.1

The arithmetic mean of 30.8 m along with the 95% confidence interval of ± 6.6 m indicate that
95% of the location fixes were presumed to be within 37.4 m (30.8 ± 6.6) of the actual kiwi
location. The standard deviation with 21.1 m in comparison to the mean error with a value of
30.8 is indicating that there was a considerable variation in the error associated with the location fixes obtained. The variation in error is not unexpected given the different terrain the birds
occupied. Sometimes it was impossible to get signals from the fixed-telemetry points, when
birds were sheltering in burrows during daytime. Therefore, only when telemetry signals were
obtained, daytime homing data were used for calculation of the location error.

Autocorrelation
For a long time there is a debate going on about relevance of autocorrelated location data in
home range analysis (Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001). The reason is that for most home range
estimators there is the inherent assumption that each animal location estimate used is independent (Dunn & Gipson 1977; Fuller et al. 2005). That means that it is assumed that enough time
has passed so that the location at time t is independent of the animal’s location at time t-1 (Swihart & Slade 1985). If this assumption is violated the location data is thought to be autocorrelated with the affect that n location fixes yield less information than do n independent
fixes, and more location data is needed (Swihart & Slade 1985). Autocorrelation analysis in
Ranges 6 can be used for investigating if location data is truly independent or not (Kenward et
al. 2002), and for examining the way that distances between locations change with sampling
intervals. Therefore, it is also helpful for estimating the optimal time interval to use between
recording consecutive locations (Kenward et al. 2002). The autocorrelation function in Ranges
6 is using the Schoener`s index, which is an indicator for the degree of independence between
distance and time. Swihart & Slade (1985) considered location data to be spatio-temporally
independent if they meet a randomness criterion by having three consecutive values of
Schoener’s index scoring greater than two (Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001). After finishing the
first session for each kiwi autocorrelation analysis was carried out. The calculated Swihart &
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Slade (1985) independents of location data showed that six of 10 kiwi reached independence at
60 minutes and the remaining four birds at 30 minutes. Therefore, a sampling interval of one
hour was deemed appropriate to ensure independence. Even if this test suggests that the GSK
data are not auto-correlated, true independent data is relatively rare in radio tracking studies
(Fuller et al. 2005). The ongoing discussion about how important autocorrelation in fact is in
home range studies is not yet at an end, but indicates that, for example, representative sample
size (which is the number of sampled animals) is maybe more important than true data independence for individual animals (Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001).

Incremental area analysis
After determining an appropriate sampling time interval, an important question arises. How
many location fixes are necessary for estimating the home range? Especially as radio tracking
studies often have the problem of collecting too many data just to discover when processing the
data that more data does not automatically mean more information. As field work is expensive,
and money is always a limiting factor in wildlife biology, the priority should always be to obtain the optimal number of locations for robust estimates (Kenward 2001; Millspaugh &
Marzluff 2001). Hence, incremental area analysis (Ranges 6) was used to calculate and plot
each kiwi home range with every consecutive location added, in order to determine the point in
time when more locations resulted only in little changes of estimated home ranges (Appendix
2).

Analysis of radio tracking data
First, it was necessary to calculate the estimated bird locations from the bearings gained by
triangulation using Locate 3.2.1 (Pacer Computer Software). For movement, home range and
interaction analysis Ranges 6 v1.2214 (Anatrack Ltd.) was used. GenStat version 2 (VSN International) was applied for statistical analysis and results were mapped using ArcMapTM 9.2
(ESRI Inc.) and modified topographical maps from Land Information New Zealand (LINZ).

2.3

Home range and movements analysis

2.3.1

Movement

Since the commencement of radio tracking, the study of animal movement has been a primary
goal in wildlife biology (White & Garrot 1990). To have information about migration in a
population is crucial for a Population Viability Analysis (PVA) (Robertson 2004). But movement is also a key factor to determine the population density. It can not only give information
about whether GSK are territorial or not but also about their territoriality. Do they wander
around freely or do they follow certain movement patterns? How do GSK pairs interact? Do
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they have the same territory and if, do they protect it together? Movement can also be used to
explain other kiwi behaviours such as calling which is used via the nationwide call count monitoring scheme for estimating kiwi population status and trends (Robertson & Colbourne 2003;
Holzapfel et al. 2008). Still it is not fully understood why kiwi are calling and at what time
(McLennan & McCann 1991). Here, kiwi movement analysis in combination with a kiwi call
survey could lead to a better understanding of intra-specific behaviour.
Mobility was estimated using Ranges 6 software to calculate straight distances between
consecutive fixes gained within an hour or whole nights. The results were used as indicators of
the total movement for that individual bird (Laundre et al. 1987). The values were calculated for
each bird and give the minimum distances moved per night and per hour as a straight-line between consecutive radio locations. But, in fact it is not known in what exact way the birds
moved. For the minimum distance moved per hour/night, the data was further processed using a
weighted frequency distribution. For the movement path plots, additional location fixes were
used, which are not included in the home range calculation. For accuracy reasons location fixes
were taken and noted between the sample intervals, to ensure that fixes calculated made sense
and to further improve exclusion of reflections. Therefore, irregular time intervals are displayed
in the range of half an hour and an hour to refine the actual movement path.
Movement of single birds, pairs and neighbouring birds as well as kiwi calls were then
plotted in movement maps for each night.

2.3.2

Home range theory

The objectives for calculating and analysing the GSK home ranges are to gain information
about the GSK home range, being: (1) shape, (2) mean size for population estimation, (3)
movement; and (4) bird interactions (in pairs).
The concept of a home range was first described by Burt (1943) as the “area traversed
by the individual in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring for the young”.
Burt’s definition was redefined and criticized by several authors as, for example, it is hard to
define the word “normal”. In addition, home ranges are often determined when animals are not
mating or rearing young. (White & Garrot 1990; Hansteen et al. 1997; Kernohan et al. 2001).
Furthermore, some confusion appears within the literature relating to the difference between
territory and home range (Shivik & Gese 2000). Some studies considered core areas to be equal
to territories (Mills & Knowlton 1991) whereas, others think that both terms should not be confused as the home range is an area used regularly and territories are only defended areas like
nest sites within the home range (Burt 1943; Shivik & Gese 2000). However, the GSK are
known to be very territorial birds (McLennan & McCann 1991) and these terms may be congruent. Nevertheless, it is not known if, for example, the territories of the GSK in the North
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Branch are surrounded by a kind of buffer area, which is frequently used but not defended.
Therefore, a “home range” in terms of this Master’s project will be used as a mixture of definitions formed by Kenward (2001) and Kernohan et al. (2001) joined by Fuller et al. (2005) who
define home ranges as “an area repeatedly traversed by an animal during a specified time period with a boundary defined by proportion of occurrence” and is supplemented by
”…defence”. Accordingly territory and home range are equalled for this Master’s research project. But, biological questions may go further, and not only consider what area an animal uses,
or in this case the size of the home range of a GSK, but also how intensely it uses various parts
of its home range (Hayne 1949). Therefore, Hayne (1949) introduced the concept of “centre of
activity”, which was just recently replaced by the “core area” (Hodder et al. 1998). Core areas
shall identify critical areas within a home range like refuges or the most dependable food
sources (Kenward 2001). The home-range related questions may even be connected with behavioural patterns, as in the case of this research where questions arise like: how does a pair of
GSK interact; do they meet at night and if, for how long; or do they avoid each other? The different interests in animal movements have resulted in a variety of methods to quantify and analyse home range using various estimators with different underlying assumptions and methodology, which are therefore important to choose carefully (Harris et al. 1990; Horne & Garton
2006). In general, home range estimators are used to provide measures of size, shape and structure of an animal home range for further analysis. In the following a brief overview will be
given to the most common home-range estimators and their advantages and disadvantages to
give a better understanding why the estimators used in this study were chosen. This is quite
important because there is still no consensus in the literature of which method performs best in
which situation, and all techniques seem to have some drawbacks (Kenward 2001; Kernohan et
al. 2001). For a more detailed discussion see Kenward (2001), Harris et al. (1990) or White and
Garrot (1990). Most of the home range estimators can be divided into two main groups. The
first group estimates the density of locations creating ellipses or contours, the second creates
polygons that minimise the sum of link-distances between locations and usually involves a
ranking process (see below) (Kenward 2001).

2.3.3

Home-range estimators

Ellipse
The simplest probabilistic density technique is the production of bivariate ellipses (Jennrich &
Turner 1969). They do not define range shape well, but require few locations to reach a maximum area estimate and are therefore useful for estimates of range size when few locations are
available. Further disadvantages are the underlying assumptions, for example, that an animal’s
use of space will be normally distributed around one centre of activity (mono-nuclear), which is
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always located in the middle of the home range. This assumption seldom holds true (Macdonald et al. 1980). To overcome these disadvantages methods for animals with more than one
range centre were developed like the Kernel contours, the Harmonic mean contour and the
cluster analysis. The kernel contour and harmonic mean contour are both probability density
functions, which are estimating density indices for locations. These contouring methods have
considerable advantages over other widely used home-range estimation methods such as the
minimum convex polygon. As already mentioned, they can contain multiple centres of activity
that do not rely on outlying points to anchor their corners and are less influenced by outlying
points, and lead to more accurate depictions of space use (Hemson et al. 2005).

Harmonic mean
The harmonic mean is based on the distance between a grid placed over a set of location points
and the telemetry fixes gained (Dixon & Chapman 1980).The calculated distances are then used
to estimate activity contours that best describe the animal’s use patterns within the home range
(Fuller et al. 2005). An advantage is that this technique allows the determination of one or more
centres of activity within a home range, home-range size and their configuration (Harris et al.
1990). Problems have occurred in several field studies as the harmonic mean included areas
within the home range, which were not physically visited by the animal and therefore it tends to
“balloon” contours (Spencer & Barrett 1984; Harris et al. 1990; Kenward et al. 2002). In addition, a study by Boulanger and White (1990) showed that the harmonic mean can be imprecise
in providing an appropriate home range shape in comparison to other estimators.

Kernel contour
This method is more complex in calculation ,but still similar to the harmonic mean (Harris et al.
1990) and in fact the harmonic mean is one type of kernel function (Scott 1992). The kernel
method creates contours of intensity of utilisation by calculating the mean influence of the animal’s location points at grid intersections (Worton 1989). Therefore, the kernel function seems
to be more sophisticated than the harmonic mean in its representation of the internal structure
of an animal’s home range. Using kernel contours has many advantages like flexibility in conforming to a irregular location distribution (Seaman & Powell 1996). According to Fuller et al.
(2005) the kernel method performed best in simulated studies and is today one of the most
widely used home-range estimation methods. Worton (1995) concluded that kernels were more
reliable and accurate than the harmonic mean method. However, a recent field study by Hemson et al. (2005) showed that an intensive use of core areas and site fidelity by animals caused
the kernel method to fail more often than anticipated from studies that used computer-simulated
data. Hemson (2005) concluded that kernels failures at large sample sizes and large variation at
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small sample sizes, limits the applicability of kernel to fewer situations than the literature suggests, and even casts doubts over the method’s reliability and comparability as a home-range
estimator. According to Hemson (2005) the failure rate is rising with the increasing number of
identical location points or points that are very close together resulting from, for example, an
animal repeatedly visiting a restricted area of its range and with increasingly leptokurtic distributions (i.e. super Gaussian) of the animal locations. As GSK are known to be very territorial
(McLennan & McCann 1991), it could be assumed that they regularly inspect their territory
borders and causing a leptokurtic distribution within the home range. Furthermore, as the location data set for the GSK study is relatively large in comparison to the location data used or
advised in most of the literature, the radio location concentration is rather dense (Kenward
2001; Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001). For example, using contour methods like kernel or harmonic mean, a minimum number of 10 to 30 locations are advised to be essential for homerange size calculations to become stable (Kenward 2001). For the GSK studied within this project, ≥ 70 location fixes were used (with the exception of one juvenile bird) for home-range
calculation. As already mentioned for the harmonic mean, the kernel does not describe the
characteristics of a GSK home range well when applied to this study. It either “balloons” the
shape of the real home range by overestimating space use (Shivik & Gese 2000), or “squeezes”
it into an unrealistic appearance. In general each of these techniques may be more suited for an
analysis of range use rather than for a calculation of range size (Harris et al. 1990). Another
problem with these techniques evolves when using different software packages, which are
likely to differ from each other as every software package uses different default values (Lawson
& Rodgers 1997). Therefore, results of different programmes have only limited comparability.
For all of the above reasons the three methods described (ellipse, harmonic mean and kernel)
were not used as home range estimators in this Master’s research project.
Minimum-linkage estimators
This second estimator class type minimises the sums of link distances, along edges of polygons
or to range centres between locations. Frequently used representatives are referred to as the
concave, convex or the cluster polygon (Kenward 2001).

Convex and Concave polygon
This method, also known as minimum-convex polygon (MCP) is one of the earliest and most
intuitive techniques for home-range calculation (Mohr 1947; Harris et al. 1990; Kenward et al.
2002). Nevertheless, it is still the most frequently used technique for representing home range
size and shape (Kenward 2001; Laver & Kelly 2008). The MCP calculates the minimum sum
of link distances between pairs of peripheral locations and draws a line around the outermost
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radio fixes (Kenward 2001). One of the advantages of the minimum convex polygon is that it is
the only technique that is strictly comparable between studies, and its inclusion as one of two or
more methods of home-range calculation is therefore recommended (Harris et al. 1990; Laver
& Kelly 2008). In addition range contours created by this method, in comparison to the estimators explained above, describe quite well the actual territory shape (Shivik & Gese 2000). But
like the other methods the MCP does have some disadvantages. For example, it does not exclude extreme location fixes; the range boundary includes all fixes (Harris et al. 1990). The
result is that the range size is strongly influenced by peripheral fixes, and the range area can
include large areas which were never physically visited by the animal (Kenward 2001). Furthermore, it is a non-statistical technique, as no indication of the intensity of range use is provided. Nevertheless the MCP was chosen to test the day shelter thesis (see homing subsection),
as there were at first only limited locations gained and second they were all located at the edge
of the territory, so it was preferable to choose this simple estimator for just drawing a line
around them. However, for analysis of the entire location data set some of the disadvantages of
the MCP can be reduced by using the concave polygon method (Stickel 1954; Harvey &
Barbour 1965; Harris et al. 1990).
According to Kenward (2001) the concave polygon is usually calculated by measuring
the range span (the largest link distance in the range) and then drawing a peripheral line to internal locations wherever the distance between edge locations exceeds a defined proportion of
the span (edge restriction). Hence the home range can be shaped in a way to avoid inclusion of
unused areas, although problematic is that there is still no objective way to estimate a suitable
value for the edge restriction (Kenward 2001). Furthermore, it is still not possible to identify
the intensity of range use. However, an advantage is that neither the convex nor the concave
polygon is affected by autocorrelation (see autocorrelation subsection).
Another advantage is that the output data is comparable to results gained by other wildlife studies (Harris et al. 1990; Laver & Kelly 2008). Furthermore, the application of the different techniques on the GSK data set showed that especially the concave-polygon method performed well in comparison to the GSK home-range boundaries gained by the so called “observer’s method”. This method was used for plausibility check of the computed data. Here, the
experience gained by radio tracking was used to draw each of the 10 kiwi territories with the
estimated boundaries on a map to confirm plausibility. Application of particular home range
estimator should be based on mathematical constructs, but also incorporate biological and topographical under-standing gained from study of animals (Shivik & Gese 2000).
Following these premises the most adequate method for this Master’s research project
was considered to be the concave polygon method, particularly in regards to the aim of this
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study, which was not to examine the intensity of range use or to analyse the habitat, but rather
to get a better understanding of the home range size and shape.

Setup of Concave Polygon Method
The concave polygon method was applied by using 100% (set by default) of the location data
gained and the edge restriction was set to 0.4 (proportion of the maximum range width), as this
setting gave the most convincing results creating the home range contour (in comparison to the
contour gained by the “observer’s method”). It is assumed in the literature that use of 100% of
the location data gained causes inaccuracies as outlier values are included (Kenward 2001).
Locations regarded to be outliers are a result of infrequent or unusual movements of an animal
outside of the “normal” home range (Fuller et al. 2005). These excursions are usually considered to be not part of the home range of an animal (Burt 1943). Bowen (1982) admitted that the
exclusion of possible outlying locations is the only biological basis for using less than 100% of
the locations. Within this GSK study, no locations fixes were gained, which seemed to be only
forays out of the birds’ territory. All fixes match well with the estimated home ranges by the
observer’s method and therefore the 100% setting was used.

Cluster Analysis Polygons (ICP)
The last technique to be introduced here is the cluster analysis. This technique uses nearestneighbour linkages to estimate home ranges as separate polygons around multiple activity centres (Fuller et al. 2005). One of the advantages of using nearest-neighbour linkage is that it favours the chaining of polygons from their ends along line features like rivers, as observed for
kiwi territory borders (McLennan & McCann 1991). Another advantage of this technique is
that it, just like the harmonic mean or kernel technique, may be used to investigate the pattern
of range use. In contrast to convex or concave methods, cluster analysis can output statistics
(Simpson's index for location diversity/area diversity, number of range nuclei for each % polygon) to describe range shape (Harris et al. 1990; Kenward et al. 2002). Furthermore, cluster
polygons can define multinuclear cores without the tendency of contour methods (like kernel
and harmonic mean) to expand into unused areas (Kenward 2001). One disadvantage of cluster
analysis is that a larger number of fixes ( ≥ 30; (Kenward 2001) is required and that ranges often do not stabilize, even if large numbers of fixes are obtained (Wauters et al. 2007). For example, incremental-area analysis carried out with this method indicated that the birds’ ranges
did not stabilize throughout this research. Another disadvantage is again the lack of comparability between studies because of the different cluster algorithms used (Harris et al. 1990). Furthermore, cluster analysis usually results in several separated cluster polygons for each home
range; this is useful for analysing centres of activity within a home range; however, this study
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was interested in the size and shape of the entire home range and intensity of usage was not a
study aim, so this method was also not applied.

GSK interaction and overlap analysis
Overlap analysis was carried out for each pair or neighbouring kiwi resulting in the percentage
of overlap of range A on B, and of B on A. Furthermore dynamic interaction analysis was used
to examine if pairs tended to avoid each other or if birds attempt to be close to one another.
Therefore, Ranges 6 was used to compare observed and possible distances between kiwi of
each pair of neighbouring kiwi and calculate the modified Jacobs’ index (Jacobs 1974; Kenward et al. 2002). The Jacobs’ index is zero if both distance values are congruent, and rises to
plus one if the pair is usually together or drops to minus if they directly avoid each other (Kenward et al. 2002).

2.4

Activity analysis

The activity output data supplied by the transmitters used (see Egg Timer subsection) was analysed for the 10 intensely radio tracked birds plus Ari. Ari vanished sometime between October
2007 and November 2007 for unknown reasons, but as activity data for this bird is ranging
from April 2007 to October 2007, this kiwi was included the activity analysis. For the other
birds, available activity data is ranging, depending on the individual capture data, from March
2007 to April 2008. Descriptive statistics like mean activity was calculated as well as lowest
and highest observed activity rates are described. Furthermore it was evaluated if weather conditions, moon phase or length of night influences the activity of the birds.

2.5

Call counts

There was already a good kiwi call data set collected by DoC for the North Branch. In addition
during the field sessions for this Master’s project every kiwi call heard was recorded with sex,
bearing and estimated distance for territory mapping.

2.6

Territory mapping

For the commencement of home-range analysis, territory maps for each of the 10 studied birds
were drawn using the “observer’s method”. The experiences gained about terrain and movement of the kiwi by performing triangulation and homing were used to estimate the borders of
their territories. These territory maps were then compared with home ranges gained by using
different-home range estimators (e.g. ellipse, harmonic mean, kernel contour, convex/cluster
and concave polygon) to test for the best fit. Furthermore, the altitude to which the observed
kiwi travelled was determined as well as the terrain they avoided. This was supplemented by
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using the mean home-range size calculated, together with the information gained by call counts
to determine and map possible kiwi territories within the research area A. Because kiwi calls
were recorded during radio telemetry, there was evidence of kiwi almost only in areas close to
the Hurunui river, as the 10 studied birds lived in this area. Therefore, in most cases it is not
known if there are other territories above the ones close to the Hurunui, but this seems quite
likely. The numbers of territories was roughly estimated for use in the field. Therefore, the calculated number may differ significantly from numbers gained by the “observer’s method”. DoC
staff used this territory map for catching new birds and radio-tagging them. These between
May-July 2008 additionally caught-and-marked birds were used in addition to the kiwi listening data to estimate occupancy of estimated territories.

2.7

Population estimation

Finally, the results of the GSK movement and behaviour analysis were used to estimate the
home range of GSK in the research area. By knowing the size of an average GSK territory and
identifying their distribution limits due to terrain and altitude in the research area, potential
GSK territories were estimated and mapped (see territory mapping subsection) within the research area A. Results of kiwi calls and additional kiwi captures were used to define potential
GSK territories along the Hurunui and to determine whether the territories were actually occupied. Using these results, the number of territories that are home to pairs of GSK within the
research area A was calculated. Subsequently the population density and the population size
were determined for the part of the North Branch monitored by DoC (research area B). This
straight-forward approach of estimating population size by radio-tracking studies has been successfully used before by Kelsey and Collins (2000) and Fuller and Snow (1988).
Table 4 Showing the different thesis objectives and the techniques used to analyse/calculate them.

Master's objective

Technique applied

1. Home range

1.a Concave polygon method (all location data)
1.b Convex polygon method (only homing data)

2. Movement

2. Movement plots

3. Interaction of pairs

Radio tracking

3. Modified Jacob’s index

4. Territory overlap

4. Overlap analysis

5. Activity

5. Descriptive statistics

6. Population estimation

6. Home range analysis, territory mapping
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Chapter 3 Results
3.1

Movement analysis

Travel distances
All movement data are minimum distances, as distances were calculated in straight lines between bird locations. The observed GSK travel distances vary from 7-433 m/hour. Fig. 3 indicates that most values are clustered in the class from 50-150 m/hour and that distances over 250
m/hour are travelled relatively seldom.
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Fig. 3

Relative frequency of distance moved per one hour (m) for all observed birds (n=10) during research.
Distance is given in classes displayed in this chart by mid-value of class interval.

The birds covered calculated distances of up to 1701 m/night (Fig. 4); in comparison the lowest
observed distance was about 488 m. Both sexes have peaks within their distance distribution in
the 950-1150 m class as seen in Fig. 5. Male distance distribution is marginally higher than female’s, with mean distance per night of 1150 m compared to 1084 m for females.
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Relative frequency of distances (m) travelled per night displayed separately by sexes. Distance is given in
classes, displayed in this chart by mid-value of the class interval.

Movement path analysis
During this research it was observed that the radio-tracked birds showed distinctive movement
patterns. These patterns helped to understand kiwi behaviour. In this section, up to two characteristic movement plots are displayed and described for every single bird or pair. In the movement plots, dots mark the day shelters where the birds started their movement in that particular
night; red circles indicate the possibility of an encounter of a pair. The end of the arrowed line
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marks the arrival at the new day shelter. Observation of kiwi moving showed that the birds
tended to use deer trails for moving longer distances.

Asterix (♂R-29946) and Scabby (♀ RA-1023)
Asterix and Scabby, a breeding pair showed two behaviour schemes regularly observed: The
first one, which can be seen in Fig. 6, started usually with each bird in a day shelter located
close to the boundaries of their territory, typically on opposite sides. Some time after getting up
the birds called from their shelters and moved towards their range centre. About half an hour or
an hour before they met they called again and responded to each other. In this meeting area they
usually spent some hours. After meeting they separated again for a couple of hours and finally
met to spend the day in the same shelter (or at least close to each other). The second scheme
differs at the end of the night. Both birds separated again and went to a day shelter in the area
where their partner spent the night before (Fig. 7). It can be seen that Asterix’ new day shelter
was located close to Scabby’s previous day shelter, and Scabby’s shelter is in the same area
where Asterix spent the previous day. Furthermore, both birds tend to shelter close to the
boundaries of their territories.
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Fig. 6 Movement of Asterix and
Scabby during the night from 12th
February to 13th February 2008.
The dots mark radio tracking
locations and begin at day shelters
where the birds started their
movement; the white circles
indicate the possibility of an
encounter of both birds. The end of
the arrowed lines mark the arrival
at new day shelters.
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Fig. 7 Movement of Asterix and
Scabby during the night from 10th
March to 11th March 2008. The
dots
mark
radio
tracking
locations and begin at day
shelters where the birds started
their movement; the white circle
indicate the possibility of an
encounter of both birds. The end
of the arrowed lines mark the
arrival at new day shelters.
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Taihau (♀RA-2941)
Taihau is one of the two female subadult birds within this study and her movement is therefore
quite interesting as not much is known about subadult bird behaviour. Since her initial capture
on the 30th of March 2007, she has moved 2 km upstream. However, during the research period
she may have found an empty territory as no other kiwi was heard from her new home range.
Movement of Taihau was without any specific pattern.
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Fig. 8 Movement of Taihau during the night of 12th February to
13th February 2008. The dots
mark radio tracking locations and
begin at the day shelter where the
bird started moving. The end of
the arrowed line marks the arrival
at a new day shelter.
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Every movement plot (Fig. 8 and 9) seems to differ from the other plots without any strategy
recurrences. Although it was observed during this study that adult birds tend to locate their shelters close to their territory boundaries, this behaviour was not observed within Taihau’s movement. Whether this is because she is still inexperienced or if the territory boundaries are not yet
fixed remains unknown. However, it would be very interesting to know if Taihau has a partner
and, if so, to observe their movements in relation to each other.
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Fig. 9 Movement of Taihau in the
night of 12th March to 13th March
2008. The dots mark radio
tracking locations and begin at
the day shelter where the bird
started moving. The end of the
arrowed line marks the arrival at
a new day shelter.
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Rooster (♂R-62608) and Stooge (♀RA-0211)
Stooge was first captured in 2000 in an area, which is still a part of her current home range.
Rooster was initially captured in 2005 around 400 m southwest from where he was observed
during this research. Over the observed period there was a change in Rooster’s and Stooge’s
behaviour. Between December and February the pair regularly seemed to meet during the
nights, like Asterix and Scabby, and their day shelters were sometimes close together (Fig. 10).
Furthermore, it could be observed that Rooster would descend the steep hillsides towards
Stooge, spend some time with her and then climb the hill again at the end of the night. Fig. 11
shows how their behaviour changed in March. It seems that they didn’t meet at night and especially Stooge tended to stay in a small section of her former home range. Even more interesting
is that Rooster was found in May 2008 in an area which was thought to be out of his home range
in a burrow with another female kiwi, which died two weeks later (M. Wylie, DoC, Waimakariri
Area Office, pers. comm., 20th October 2008). However, it must further be noted that day shel-
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ters of Rooster and Stooge were often located close to the boundaries of their home range and
the incubation burrow was not found in the centre, but close to the boundary of their territories.
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Fig. 10 Movement of Rooster and
Stooge during the night of 19th
February to 20th February. The
dots mark radio tracking locations
and begin at day shelters where
the birds started their movement;
the white circles indicate the
possibility of an encounter of
both birds. The end of the
arrowed line marks the arrival at
new day shelter.
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Fig. 11 Movement of Rooster and
Stooge during the night from 17th
March to 18th March 2008. The
dots mark radio tracking locations
and begin at the day shelters
where the birds started moving.
The end of the arrowed lines
mark the arrival at new day shelters.
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Bow (♀R-59195)
Bow is the second female subadult kiwi in this study. She shares her home range with another
kiwi (Piglet, RA-2821, sex indefinite). Nothing is known regarding their relationship. As with
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Taihau, no characteristics within her daily movement were observed, except that she was found
during the first session spending most time in a flat-swampy area. After the transmitter change
(15.02.08), Bow suddenly vanished and could not be found within her normal home range. It
turned out that she had moved further up a side stream valley (south of the Walkwire) where
telemetry was very difficult. Only very weak signal could be gained from outside this small
valley and the reflections made telemetry almost impossible in the valley itself. She stayed there
for the rest of the survey and only visited her old home range only occasionally.
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Fig. 12 Movement of Bow during
the night of 23rd January to 24th
January 2008. The dots mark
radio tracking locations and begin
at the day shelter where the bird
started moving. The end of the
arrowed line marks the arrival at
a new day shelter.
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In the movement shown in Fig. 13, it should be noted that she tended to stay in a shelter either
higher up the hill or close to the stream. But once again as with Taihau it would be very important to observe the movement of other birds in Bows territory, like Piglet for example. Without
being able to radio track all birds in a territory at the same time, movement interactions are very
difficult to observe for both birds.
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Fig. 13 Movement of Bow during
the night of 1st April to 2nd April
2008. The dots mark radio
tracking locations and begin at
the day shelter where the bird
started moving. The end of the
arrowed line marks the arrival at
a new day shelter.
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Carharrt (♂RA-0135)
Carharrt and his partner Levi (♀RA-0214) were initially captured in 2000 near the estimated
home range for Carharrt in this master research. Whereas Carharrt got radio tagged in 2007,
Levi was captured in 2008, but as decided by DoC she was unfortunately not radio tagged.
Therefore, it is not possible to see any interactions between these two birds on the movement
plots.
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Fig.14 Movement of Carharrt in
the night between 21st February
and 22nd February 2008. The dots
mark radio tracking locations and
begin at the day shelter where the
bird started moving. The end of
the arrowed line marks the arrival
at a new day shelter.
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It was noted that Carharrt mostly did not move fast or travel long distances compared to the
other studied birds. He spent the daytime mostly high up in his range (over 900 m). It was also
interesting that most of his day shelters were located close to the boundaries of his territory,
comparable to Asterix and Scabby. But his incubation burrow was located close to the boundary
of his territory as well. Again, without knowing anything about Levi’s movement, some very
important information about Carharrt’s home range use and partner interaction is missing.
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Fig. 15 Movement of Carharrt in
the night between 1st April and
2nd April 2008. The dots mark
radio tracking locations and
begin at the day shelter where the
bird started moving. The end of
the arrowed line marks the arrival
at a new day shelter.
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Fiona (♀RA-0792), Percy (♂R-29950) and Clarabelle (♀RA-0791)
All three birds were first captured in 2007. In this study these three birds presented the only
opportunity to observe the behaviour of neighbouring breeding kiwi pairs. Percy is the partner
of Clarabelle and Fiona is the neighbouring kiwi, whose partner unfortunately could not be radio
tagged during this research. The day shelters of all three birds were mostly located close to the
boundaries of their territories. Fiona’s incubation burrow was located close to the centre of her
estimated home range like the incubation burrow of Percy and Clarabelle. For Percy and Clarabelle similar observations as for Asterix and Scabby were made. Both birds met regularly at
night (see Fig. 16 and 17) and stayed sometimes in the same day shelter (or close to each other).
Fig. 16 shows that the movement of Clarabelle and Percy did not cross with Fiona’s, but that all
birds regularly inspected their boundaries. Around 11 p.m. on the 5th April, by the time Clarabelle and Percy possibly met, Percy called a couple of times. Around the same time Fiona’s
partner was heard calling, close to Fiona’s estimated position. In the night from 7th to 8th April
(Fig. 17), Percy and Clarabelle had their day shelters rather close to each other (possibly even
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sharing the same burrow) close to their territory boundary and both started calling around 8 p.m.
An hour before both birds possibly met once more at around 11 p.m., Percy called again and
Fiona responded. Fiona and her partner were heard calling quite often in this night as were
Percy and Clarabelle. If both pairs called mainly to stay in contact with each other or if they
called to defend their territory, is not known.
5835000

Night
05.04.08 / 06.04.08

5834900

Fig. 16 Movement of Fiona, Percy
and Clarabelle in the night of 5th
April to 6th April 2008. The dots
mark radio tracking locations and
begin at shelters where the birds
started their movement; the white
circles indicate the possibility of an
encounter of Percy and Clarabelle.
The end of the arrowed lines mark
the arrival at new day shelters.
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Fig. 17 Movement of Fiona, Percy
and Clarabelle in the night of 7th
April to 8th April 2008. The dots
mark radio tracking locations and
begin at shelters where the birds
started their movement; the white
circles indicate the possibility of an
encounter of Percy and Clarabelle.
The end of the arrowed lines mark
the arrival at new day shelters.
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3.2

Activity analysis

Activity data for 11 birds (including Ari) were collected over a period of one year and are displayed in Fig.18. The mean activity over the year varies for individual birds between 515
min/night and 673 min/night. The highest recorded value was 880 min/night (Clarabelle) and
the lowest was observed during incubation with 50 min/night (Rooster). By examining Fig.18 it
seems that with decreasing length of night (during summer), the activity of the birds falls to
some extent. Furthermore, by the shortest nights it appears that the birds were even active at day
time. For example, Scabby was active for more than three daytime-hours on 01.12.07 according
to the Egg Timer information, Bow was even active for over four daytime-hours on 13.12.07,
and Rooster was active for about two daytime-hours on 02.02.08. However, for most of the
birds the usual day activity during October 2007 and April 2008 was between 20 minutes and
one hour. During May and September, the nights are relatively long and the birds were seldom
active during day time. In addition, Fig. 18 shows a decreasing bird activity between September
2007 and January 2008, especially for the male kiwi. Male kiwi play the main role in the incubation process and therefore are less active during incubation time. For that reason the breeding
season in 2007/08 of North Branch kiwi seem to have taken place from September 2007 to
January 2008. By examining Fig.19 it furthermore appears that activity fluctuates greatly between individual birds and also between days. Weather conditions, precipitation and even moon
phase were recorded at all times, but comparing the activity data of all birds, these factors did
not seem to influence the length of activity at all. These observations should be further investigated and formally statistically analysed and additional data collection should be carried out in
future, as it was beyond the current scope of this Master’s research project. No two birds were
found to be active the same length of time on any day. Even a day by day analysis shows that
the length of activity is different for each bird. Whereas one kiwi shows increasing activity (Fig.
19) from night to night, the next kiwi shows decreasing activity within for example the month of
August 2007.
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Activity data of all 11 birds (including Ari) from April 2007 to April 2008. The black line illustrates the
mean length of the night per month (min.). Activity data which suggested that birds were incubating are
marked with a horizontal black dash. triangles = female, diamonds = males, squares = subadults
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Activity data for all birds during August 2007 (including Ari). Four bird activity data sets are highlighted to
point out the difference in the nature of activity changes in consecutive days.
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3.3

Home range analysis

Results of the concave-polygon method are shown and described below for every single bird or
pair. In the maps black points mark location fixes, blue triangles are day shelters and green
squares with a black point in their centre are incubation burrows of 2007. All estimated home
range sizes are giving minimum values.

Asterix (♀R-29946) and Scabby (♀RA-1023)
Asterix and Scabby were first captured in 2000 sharing a burrow. Their 2000 capture and 2005
recapture (for the mark-recapture study) locations were in the same area where their territory
was located during this research period. Therefore, it can be assumed that Asterix and Scabby
have been a pair for at least eight years, and that their home range has not shifted significantly.
The minimum home range size of Asterix was calculated to be c. 27 ha; Scabby’s was estimated
to be larger, at c. 32 ha. Both home ranges show a mean overlap of c. 88%. Overlap for Asterix
was c. 97% with Scabby’s home range, and for Scabby c. 80% with Asterix’s range. Jacobs’
index was calculated to be 0.33, which indicates that both birds prefer to be close to each other.
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Fig.20 Home ranges of Scabby and Asterix in summer 2008.
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The boundaries of the home ranges were in the north bordered by the Hurunui flat and in the
west by a side stream. In the east the boundary could be set close to a side creek as well; however this creek didn’t have much water during the research period and was regularly crossed by
both kiwi. It seems that both territories are reaching up to about 900 m. The blue triangles mark
the day shelters which were mostly located close to the boundaries of their territory. Three times
the birds’ day shelters were c. 30 m from a tramping track (marked by the dashed line), which
was quite regularly used by trampers at that time of year. Obviously this did not seem to disturb
the birds too much.

Taihau (♀RA-2941)
Taihau was first captured in 2007. Her home range in 2007 was found two km downstream from
her estimated home range in 2008. In Fig. 22 the shift in her home range is illustrated; the red
triangle to the right shows her home range in 2007 and to the left her range in 2008 is shown. It
is known that she crossed several kiwi territories on her way to her new home range, including
Rooster’s and Stooge’s. Fig. 21 shows that the boundaries of her home range during the summer
of 2008 seem to be surrounded by creeks on three sides.
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It remains unknown if the territory boundaries are settled yet and whether there is another kiwi
in her home range. However, not much is known about subadult behaviour and how adult kiwi
tolerate subadults in their home range. The estimated size of Taihau’s home range in 2008 was
c. 26 ha.
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Fig. 22 Shift in Taihau’s home range between 2007/2008.

Rooster (♂R-62608) and Stooge (♀RA-0211)
This pair contributes some riddles to this research, as noted before. Fig. 23 shows Rooster’s
home range; there are a number of day shelters located in the middle of his territory. However,
there seem to be a shift in progress with Rooster’s home range. He seems to move further west
into the Blue Stream catchments by October 2008 (M. Wylie, DoC, Waimakariri Area Office,
pers. comm., 20th October 2008), while Stooge remained in her core home range observed during the field trials conducted in summer 2008. Contrary to Rooster, most of Stooge’s day shelters were located close to her home range boundaries (Fig. 23). The incubation burrow (2007) of
the pair was located near the boundary of both home ranges. The home-range size of Stooge was
the smallest value calculated within this study at c. 20 ha. Rooster’s home range was determined
to be c. 33 ha. The mean overlap for the pair was c. 59%, with Rooster’s home range showing a
larger overlap, of c. 74%, with Scabby’s than Scabby’s range with Rooster’s, at c. 44%. As
Scabby’s home range is much smaller than Rooster’s the smaller overlap is not surprising. Jacobs’ index gave a value of 0.16, which is less than half of Asterix’s and Scabby’s value, indi-
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cating that Rooster and Stooge did not directly avoid each other, but also did not seek out their
partner as much.
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Fig. 23 Home ranges of Rooster and Stooge in summer 2008.

Bow (♀R-59195)
The home range size of this subadult was calculated to be rather large, at c. 35 ha. It was already
mentioned that Bow’s home range somehow shifted after the transmitter change. However, the
home range, which is drawn in Fig. 24, represents Bows home range during summer 2008.
There was another kiwi (Piglet, RA-2821) caught in Bows home range (see Fig. 24), whose
weight and bill length (Appendix 1) does not allow a clear sex and age classification until the
second measurement is taken. Day shelters are, as in case of Taihau, were located unsystematically sometimes close to home range boundaries and other times somewhere in the middle of
her home range.
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Fig.24 Home range of Bow in summer 2008.

Carharrt (♂RA-0135)
The home range of Carharrt covers c. 30 ha. His territory ranges up to one of the highest
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Fig. 25 Home range of Carharrt during summer 2008.
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altitudes observed within this study (about 1120 m). Day shelters were in three cases located
close to the territory boundary. However, not many homing data were gained due to the very
steep terrain where Carharrt was staying in most of the time. In 2007, his incubation burrow was
located close to the boundary of his home range as well. It is interesting that the capture location
from summer 2000 and 2005 are both further south and out of his estimated home range in
summer 2007/8. It might be that his home range has shifted, or that this area is still part of his
home range, but he did not visit it during this research. Therefore, the home range might be
quite a bit larger than shown in Fig. 25 as only the minimum home range size is calculated.

Fiona (♀RA-0792), Percy (♂R-29950) and Clarabelle (♀RA-0791)
The home range size for Percy was calculated to be c. 31 ha; Clarabelle’s range was a bit larger
at c. 32 ha. The mean overlap of both home ranges was c. 77%, the overlap of Percy’s territory
with Clarabelle’s was by c. 78% and the other way round was calculated to be c. 76%. This pair
had the highest Jacobs’ index value in this research at 0.62. The high index indicates that both
birds were seeking each other. Clarabelle’s day shelters were mostly located at the territory
boundary (Fig. 26) whereas, Percy’s shelters were often not particularly close to the boundary,
but in the general vicinity. Their 2007 incubation burrow was located at the edge of Clarabelle’s
home range, but a bit more inside Percy’s territory. The only visible boundary of the home
ranges is the Hurunui river in the south. There is a chance that both territories reach to the side
stream west of their home ranges and the birds just did not use this part of their territory within
the research period. Fiona’s home range was calculated to be c. 28 ha, with the overlap between
Fiona’s and Clarabelle’s home range of c. 2%, and for Fiona’s and Percy’s it is c. 3%. Fiona’s
incubation burrow was located well inside her home range and most of the day shelters were
located near the territory boundary. No obvious terrain features could be observed near her
home-range boundaries. As far as Fiona’s home range was observed to reach over a ridge into a
side valley where no more transmitter signal could be obtained from the main valley, her actual
home range size is assumed to be even larger than calculated.
Fiona’s partner (♂ Shrek, R-63643) was caught in June 2008 sharing a burrow with her.
Furthermore, in late May a kiwi (♀Amelie, RA-2947) was caught in the boundary area between
Fiona, Clarabelle and Percy’s home range. It is still not clear whether Amelie is an adult or
subadult bird, as the measurements taken are unclear, like in the case of Piglet. Unfortunately
the DNA results from the collected feathers were also not available at the time this thesis was
written, as it would have been interesting to learn something about her degree of relationship
with the surrounding birds. Unfortunately Amelie vanished sometime in the winter 2008 and it
is not known whether there was a transmitter failure or if she just moved to another area.
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Fig. 26 Home range of Fiona, Clarabelle and Percy in summer 2008.

Home-range size
In the following section a few tables will be given to sum up the results from the Concave polygon home-range analysis. In addition, the results for the home-range analysis using only homing
locations are given. Table 5 shows the home-range sizes determined using all bird locations
(Concave-polygon method) compared to the use of only the homing locations (Convex-polygon
method). In addition, the number of homing locations and all locations gained are given.
Table 5 Summary of home range results.
Home range size (ha)
Birds
Asterix
Scabby
Taihau
Rooster
Stooge
Bow
Carharrt
Percy
Clarabelle
Fiona

Concave
polygon
(a)
26.85
32.67
25.65
33.25
19.59
35.41
30.39
31.03
32.27
28.36

Homing locations/
convex polygon
(b)
23.55
31.98
26.66
24.18
16.29
20.41
12.38
26.10
33.38
22.02

Difference
a and b
(ha)

No. homing
locations

No. all locations

3.30
0.69
1.01
9.07
3.30
15.00
18.01
4.93
1.11
6.34

15
14
10
11
10
10
5
14
12
7

109
101
107
80
88
60
72
102
105
92
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Home-range size calculated with the concave polygon method ranged from 19.59 ha to 35.41
ha. The computed mean size for all ten birds was 29.5 ha with a standard error of ± 1.4 ha. As
two of the 10 birds are subadults and may not have fixed home ranges, the mean home range
size was also only calculated for the eight adult birds. The mean size was calculated to be 29.3
ha with a standard error of ± 1.6 ha and was therefore only slightly smaller than the one calculated for all studied birds. For the population density estimation the mean-home range size of
only the adult birds was used. Fig. 27 shows that the calculated home-range sizes for all birds
are relatively similar, with the exception of Stooge, who had a very small home range compared
to the other birds.
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Fig. 27 Home-range size of all birds (all locations/concave polygon method) including standard error of the mean
and overall mean home-range size (black dashed bar).

Homing
Observations made during this study suggested that the birds had a tendency to establish their
day shelters close to the boundaries of their territories. Indeed nearly all birds, except for Bow,
had more than 50% of their day shelters located at or close (≤ 50 m) to their territory boundaries
(Fig. 28). This tendency seems to increase in general the more location fixes are gained. Thus, it
was interesting to test whether the use of homing locations alone could be sufficient for homerange size estimation or not. Convex polygon method was chosen to test this assumption, as
there was only a limited number of locations gained and therefore a simple estimator was supposed to be sufficient. For the difference between both calculated home-range sizes for each
bird (Table 5) and the amount of homing data obtained for every single bird a linear regression
analysis was carried out (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 28 Percentages of homing locations located close to the territory boundary (≤ 50 m) or inside the home range
are given. In addition for each bird the total number of homing locations is provided.

The result shows a coefficient of determination of 0.406 (P<0.05), hence, suggesting that there
is a significant 'negative' linear relationship, between both factors. Unsurprisingly, it seems that
the more collected homing data were used, discrepancy between both range size calculations
decreased. The highest discrepancy between both calculated home-range sizes were found for
Bow and Carrhart. These high differences, in comparison to the other birds, can be possible
explained by the small homing data set for Carrhart and the change in Bow’s territory during
data collection.
The regression below suggests also that the difference between both home range calculations
approaches if c.16 homing locations were used to calculate the range size.
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Fig. 29 Least-square linear regression
carried out for the difference between
home-range size gained by method a
and b (Table 5) for the 10 home ranges
and the number of homing locations
gained per bird.
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Overlap of territories
Overlap analysis indicated an overlap of < 3% for neighbouring kiwi territories; however, during the study this could only be observed in the case of Percy and Clarabelle with Fiona as their
neighbour (Table 6). The overlap values differ quite considerably within the pairs, giving the
lowest overlap for Rooster and Stooge and the highest for Asterix and Scabby. For facilitation,
the overlap of a kiwi pair was handled during territory mapping and population estimation as if
one pair occupied the same range; hence overlap was calculated for population density estimation to be 100%.
Table 6 Results of overlap analysis.
Mean Overlap
Bonded Pairs

Neighbours

Rooster/Stooge

Percy/Clarabelle

Asterix/Scabby

Fiona/Clarabelle

Fiona/Percy

59.25 %

76.96 %

88.00%

2.34%

2.95 %

Stabilities of home ranges (comparison 2000/2005/2008, based on unpublished capture
data gained by the Kiwi Recovery Group (2000 -2005)
The initial capture of some of the birds studied within this Master’s research project, by the
Kiwi Recovery Group members took place in March/April 2000/2005. Their former capture
locations are shown in the Figures 20-26. Asterix and Scabby were captured in 2000 and 2005
in the same range as identified in 2008, and in 2000 they were found sheltering in the same burrow. Rooster was located in 2005 about 400 m further south (near the Hurunui river bed) from
the estimated home range for summer 2008. He was found on the 25th of May, 2008 sheltering
with a new captured, until then unknown, female (Big Bertha, ♀RA-2822) in a bordering terri-
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tory, which might be the same range where Rooster was found in 2005. Stooge was captured in
2000 in the home range estimated for summer 2008 and only some 60 m further south in 2005.
Carharrt and his partner Levi were first captured in 2000 and 2005 (Carharrt only) some 100 m
further south from Carharrt’s estimated summer home range for 2008 and only about 100 m
apart from each other.

Interaction of pairs
Three different pairs were tracked down during 38 days. It was found that they shared only in
5% of days shelters with their partner but regularly met during night and kept in contact via calls
especially prior to meetings. Only on two days birds were found sheltering near/with their partner. During all other days they used separate day shelters up to several hundred meters apart.
Jacobs’ modified index of interaction (Jacobs 1974; Kenward et al. 2002) was performed for the three breeding pairs, with the lowest value again for Rooster and Stooge and the
highest for Percy and Clarabelle (Table 7).
Table 7 Jacobs’ modified index of interaction: intensity of interaction (relationship): weak preference for being
together (+/-); preference for being together (+), strong preference for being together (++).

3.4

Rooster/Stooge

Asterix/Scabby

Percy/Clarabelle

+/0.16

+
0.33

++
0.62

Territory mapping

During this study 10 birds were intensely radio tracked. Eight birds were adults and two were
subadult kiwi. The mean home-range size of the adult kiwi was calculated to be 29.3 ± 4.5 ha.
Accordingly, territories of approximately that size were drawn into the map of research area A
(Fig. 30). It was estimated that at least 30 (pair) territories would fit within research area A and
along the river bed. Due to restricted time only a limited number of possible kiwi territories
could be looked at regarding occupancy. Using kiwi listening data and data from additionally
caught birds, 100 % of these observed possible territories (n=23) were found to be occupied by
at least one bird. This is leading to the assumption that the seven remaining territories are
probably occupied as well.
.
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The cases of Ari and Amelie vanishing is a hint leading into this direction. They both were assumed to be subadults moving into other areas where no radio signal can be obtained. When
Bow disappeared, it was by luck that her signal was found again in a side valley off the Hurunui. Still it is not yet known if the signal losses in case of Ari and Amelie are results of transmitter failures or migrating subadults searching for new territories.
Also, important for the population calculation is that during this research birds were not
observed to move higher than a altitude of 1200 m which is around the altitude of the tree line
and no birds were located in the Hurunui river bed.

3.5

Population estimation

The mean (adult) kiwi home range size was estimated to be 29.3 ha in the North Branch, and the
occupancy rate of the available territories was estimated to be 100% of the monitored territories.
The next question which needed to be answered is how many kiwi are living in each territory? It
was already mentioned that two single home ranges of a pair were treated for the analysis as one
territory due to lacking data. As far as the intensely studied eight adult birds all had a partner; it
was assumed that nearly all territories were occupied by at least two birds, plus an unknown
number of chicks and subadult birds. During 2007 and 2008, 2-4 subadult birds were captured
from a total of 29 birds, which indicates a subadult proportion of about 7-14%. All five pairs of
the 10 radio tracked birds seemed to have bred in the season 2007/2008. Two eggs or chicks
could not be found (only egg shells were seen), two eggs were flown out and one chick was
captured and radio tagged, but found dead after a couple of days (Wylie & Yong 2008). So almost all birds seemed to have had eggs, but not much is known about chick survival. Therefore,
the number of chicks is not included in this population calculation. The size of the research area
A was estimated to be around 1839 ha. As no kiwi was found near or at the river bed and they
further seemed to reach up only to the tree line at about 1200 m altitude this area was excluded
from the estimation, thus giving an effective area size of 1632 ha (area thought to be generally
suitable for kiwi). Using a mean home-range size of 29.3 ha around 56 territories would fit into
research area A. That would mean this area could be inhabited by 56 kiwi pairs. If the lowest
number of subadult kiwi would be applied, which was 7%, a further eight subadults could possibly live in this area. Taking the subadults into account that would give a population density of
about 7 birds/km² or in other terms of 3 pairs/km² (using only the area thought to be suitable
for kiwi) for research area A. Using these density estimations the kiwi population of research
area B (North Branch) would be c. 290 birds using a area size of 39.5 km² (only suitable habitat;
without river bed and up to 1200 m altitude). Or in other words up to 135 pairs and additionally
at least 19 subadults could potentially live in the North Branch (research area B). Calculating
now the total GSK density for the North Branch using 60 km² (total area) result in an estimation
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of about 5 birds/km², or 2 pairs/km². Further, as it may be important for other surveys, within
the sample of 28 birds (March 2007 – October 2008) during a time frame of 20 months only one
adult bird (Big Bertha) died of unknown causes
Table 8 Results of the population estimation for research area A and B.
Research area A

Research area B

suitable for kiwi

total

suitable for kiwi

total

size

16.32 km²

18.39 km²

39.5 km²

60 km²

birds
(incl. subadults)

7.35 per km²

120 birds

290 birds

4.83 per km²

pairs

3.43 per km²

56 pairs

135 pairs

2.25 per km²
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Chapter 4 Discussion
4.1

Material and methods

Radio tracking
The first objective of this research project was to increase the knowledge about GSK; to date
basic questions still need to be answered (Sales 2005). The second objective was to estimate the
population size and density of GSK in the North Branch (Chapter 1). To get satisfactory results,
the choice of the research methods is essential. The method believed to be the most suitable for
this project was telemetry. As already discussed in the Chapter 2, VHF telemetry was thought to
be the best choice as telemetry via GPS or Satellite (PTT) was too expensive and too inaccurate
in the steep and the densely-forested North Branch. When applying VHF radio telemetry, several problems were encountered, which were known beforehand and were thus expected. First,
VHF telemetry is known, as all kinds of telemetry, to have difficulties with mountainous terrain
(Hupp & Ratti 1983; White & Garrot 1990; Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001). Due to the signals
being blocked and reflected the location error is much greater in rugged terrain and rolling forest
areas like the North Branch than in flat, open country (Hupp & Ratti 1983). Garrott et al. (1986)
reported location errors for 52% of the bearings taken when ridges blocked the path towards the
transmitter. Hence, a three-element Yagi antenna has a bearing accuracy of about ± 5% and the
lateral error of the kiwi’s location can be therefore as high as ± 9% (Fuller et al. 2005). In the
North Branch, problems like weak transmitter signals (blocked by ridges) or signal bounces
were sometimes worse than expected. Sometimes during homing when kiwi were sheltering in
deep burrows, no signal at all could be obtained until c. 100 m away from the bird. In general, it
was found that the more direct a signal was, the better the bird location was determined. In the
flat terrain it was found that direct signals and reflections from all sides sometimes have the
same volume. The result was that signals seemed to come from everywhere and getting correct
bearings was very difficult, even when ear-canal phones were used. Homing was only used in
this study to estimate the location error. Further research on day shelters was not carried out as
noise and leaving scent marks could have disturbed the birds and the possibility of biasing results (behaviour of birds might change) was thought to be too high in comparison to the additional information gained. At night when the birds were active it was sometimes hard to distinguish between direct signals and reflections. Here it proved to be extremely useful, and absolutely recommendable, to immediately map the bearings gained and to plot the birds’ locations.
This helped to avoid recording unrealistic movement patterns. Furthermore taking fixes inbetween the actual scheduled ones was helpful for identifying signal bounces. The calculated
mean location error of ± 30.8 m with an upper confidence distance of 37.4 m (95% C.I.) seemed
to be high at the first view. Especially in comparison to Barber (2004) who reported a confi55

dence distance of only 13.7 m (95% C.I.) for a feral pig (Sus Scrofa) study. However, a location
error as small as reported by Barber (2004) is seldom found in literature. For example, Kauhala
and Tiilikainen (2002) reported a location error of 281 m in their study on radio location error
using hare (Lepus europaeus) movement, Zimmerman and Powell (1995) calculated a mean
error of 279 m for their black bear (Ursus americanus) research, and Kauhala, Helle, and Taskinen (1993) found in their study on raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides) a mean location
error of 180 m. In comparison to these error values the mean location error found within this
study is relatively low, especially when considering the difficulties of the North Branch terrain.
Unfortunately no information about location errors could be found in any of the existing GSK
literature.

Radio tracking equipment
The TR-4 receiver (TelonicsTM) was chosen as it was believed to be a robust and reliable device,
chosen by many wildlife researchers (Kenward 2001). Unfortunately it emerged during the kiwi
project that the receiver was not especially reliable, particularly in wet conditions. A couple of
times both TR-4 receivers stopped working (even when protected from direct rain). This was
very disruptive when out in the backcountry without a spare device. Furthermore the receivers
had overly loose knobs, which tended to get lost frequently and resulted in complicating the
handling of receivers. A very important improvement would be to get the TR-4 rainproofed as it
is not acceptable to stop collecting data simply because it is raining - especially as it rains regularly in the North Branch. If TelonicsTM are not willing to improve the outdoor quality of their
receivers it would be worth trying a different manufacturer.
The three element folding Yagi antenna (Sirtrack Ltd.) proved to be very practical, especially in dense forest and when climbing up hills. However, broken cable connections were the
cause of missing data on a couple of occasions – having a spare antenna and spare cables at
hand was in two cases elementary.
The used Egg Timers (Wildtech Ltd) worked well for transmitting activity data, but the irregular beep sequences transmitted made it extremely difficult to localise the range of the
strongest signal. For radio location a device transmitting regular beeps is much more recommendable. To date, only two possible transmitter failures appeared out of 28 birds radio-tagged
between 2007 and 2008 (Ari and Amelie).

Alternatives and Improvements
Radio-tracking has been found to be very difficult in the terrain of the North Branch due to signal loss, signal blocking ridges or reflections. Under these conditions radio-tracking results are
to a large extent dependent on the experience of the field staff (White & Garrot 1990; Kenward
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2001; Millspaugh & Marzluff 2001) As the team members already had extensive radio-tracking
experience at the beginning of this research, the mean location error of ± 30.8 m is still very low
and therefore the reliability of the results is considered high. Nonetheless, it is worth considering whether alternative methods like the mark-recapture studies already carried out in the North
Branch by the Kiwi Recovery Group would have provided more reliable population estimates.
However, mark-recapture studies with kiwi seem to have a few problems, which made them
unsuitable for this survey. Usually traps are set to capture animals, which turned out to be very
difficult for kiwi. Taped kiwi calls that were used to lure the birds did not work well as kiwi
seemed to learn to avoid them quite fast. While the initial kiwi capture in the North Branch in
2000 was a success with 22 birds caught, the recapture attempt in 2005 failed with the capture
of only seven birds (Robertson 2005).
When capturing as many kiwi as possible is necessary, it seems to be most promising to
use trained kiwi dogs. But for a successful capture, territories must be identified beforehand
using either call counts or radio telemetry. Importantly, it should never be forgotten that every
capture of an animal can affect its future behaviour and render future results incomparable. The
capture of only seven birds in 2005 could be easily mistaken as a population decline of GSK,
but was only the result of a method failure. Results of further mark-recapture trials with kiwi are
therefore very questionable. Also mark-recapture studies are not suitable to provide a history of
detailed movements, which can only be gained by telemetry and can answer behavioural and/or
resource-use questions. In retrospect, even under difficult telemetry conditions like in the North
Branch the chosen telemetry method still seems to be the best for application in this study.
But was VHF radio telemetry the best choice? Using GPS telemetry in general could be
an alternative as it may provide even more accurate location data. Experiences with high performance SIRF-III GPS-receivers used during this research for marking burrows show accuracy
levels of 5 to 120 m depending on terrain and number of satellites accessible. It seems that GPS
locations gained still need to be treated with care and recording of accuracy levels and number
of satellites accessible is crucial for further data processing. Due to high initial expenses with a
tag minimum cost c. US$3,800 each (FAO 2007) and due to the limited budget GPS telemetry
devices could not be tested during this research. Still the development of GPS telemetry has
improved quite quickly over the last decade. Whereas, the first transmitters used for wildlife
research had a weight of about 1.8 kg (Lotek GPS_1000 collar from Lotek Engineering Inc,
1994) with a very restricted application, eight years later the weight has already reduced to 30 g
(Mech & Barber 2002). Hopefully in the future, GPS tags will continue to decrease in price
while improving in performance. Furthermore, it must be taken into account that in the North
Branch this GSK research was only one of two projects using the transmitters. DoC also radio
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tagged for Operation Nest Egg in order to know when eggs are produced, which is dependent on
the use of Egg Timer VHF technology.

4.2

Results interpretation and discussion

At first it must be remembered that all statements, which were made and all results given about
GSK in the North Branch, are only a snapshot and relate to the research time frame being summer to autumn 2008. Therefore, no conclusions can be given for spring and winter 2008 or for
other years.

4.2.1

Movement

Little information could be found on GSK movement in the existing literature (Marchant & Higgins 1990; Van Hal & Grant 2007). The only source, which could be detected during a literature
review, was the report of McLennan and McCann (1991) on the ecology of GSK in Northwest
Nelson. They (as cited in Peat 1990) observed that GSK at Kahurangi Point travelled up to two
kilometres a night, which fits well with the greatest movement of 1701 m calculated for the
North Branch kiwi. Around 1-2 km are also reported as the greatest travel distance in one night
for brown kiwi (McLennan et al. 1987).
Furthermore, McLennan and McCann (1991) observed that GSK, whose territories
spanned several 100 m of altitude, fed significantly more often in low-lying parts of their
ranges. They observed that these birds descended the hillsides within the first two hours of
darkness, fed throughout the night in low-altitude areas, and then climbed up the hill again
within an hour before dawn, especially during winter. This behaviour was only occasionally
observed within this study. The birds did not seem to have preferences regarding the altitude of
their day shelters at all, except from Carrhart and Rooster who seemed to like day shelters located in higher altitudes above 900 m. It is not known if this behaviour of the researched birds
changes during winter time. McLennan and McCann (1991) also observed that one GSK pair at
Saxon routinely crossed the Saxon River, even at high river levels. In no case during this research was this river-crossing behaviour observed for birds in the North Branch. Asterix was in
four cases observed to shelter close to a tree stem that had fallen over a side stream, forming a
kind of bridge. During that time he was observed to inspect his border and was heard calling
from there during the first hours after dawn, but he was never found to have crossed the river.
However, Taihau, one of two subadult kiwi radio tracked within this study, must have crossed
several rather large streams on her journey two kilometres up the Hurunui River to her new territory. The distance moved by Taihau and her river crossing is not unusual for kiwi subadults
Herbert and Coad (as cited in Robertson 2004) reported distances of up to 25 km moved by
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subadults. Even though 25 km might be the exception, Basse and McLennan (2003) reported
distances of 5 km or more travelled in only a few weeks for subadult brown kiwi.
The kiwi seemed to change the locations of their day shelters every day, but it appeared
that they had favourite shelter regions within their territories. In the North Branch, the altitude
range used by GSK was between 600 m and 1200 m. This observation links well with observations made by other researchers. For example, the highest altitude observed for GSK in the Rotoiti Nature Recovery Project area (Nelson Lakes National Park) was c.1300 m (Paton et al.
2007). Altitude ranges from sea-level to 1200 m are also reported by Jolly and Roderick (1983).
Information about subadult or chick dispersal is missing in the literature, but of vital importance for the understanding of population dynamics and is therefore urgently needed. The
reason for missing information is because chicks are extremely hard to study. They are difficult
to find, catch and moreover, it seems that handled chicks are at high risk to be deserted by their
parents and left without protection against predation (Wylie & Yong 2008). Additionally within
this study it appeared that subadult GSK are also very sensitive to handling. For example, Bow
shifted her territory after transmitter change (15.02.08), and Ari (possibly also a subadult) and
Amelie just vanished, which could have been due to a transmitter failure or because they just
moved further up a side valley out of receiver range.
Existing research techniques must be further refined and possibly new methods will be
required. For example, kiwi survival data constantly cited in the literature all trace back to one
article by McLennan et al. (1996). The authors determined the survival data for chicks and
subadult kiwi from radio-tracking data. If handling did indeed increase the predation risk to a
large extent (due to desertion by their parents, or dispersal of subadults) the data will give a distorted picture of survival. Alternative methods are scarce, but if only interested in survival, data
loggers or night vision cameras could possibly be used (Eastwood 2002). It will be necessary to
use radio telemetry to study subadult – adult relatedness, as almost nothing is known about how
long subadults stay within their parents’ territory or how territorial adults are regarding
subadults? Currently the Rotoiti Nature Recovery Project has four GSK chicks transmittered
(Department of Conservation 2008, 30th June). Even if the survival rates are not comparable to
unmanaged populations (as predator control is carried out in Rotoiti) it will hopefully provide
significant new information about chick and subadult behaviour and will show how sensitive
young kiwi are to handling.

4.2.2

Activity analysis

No information regarding activity is available from other GSK projects. The only related information found in the literature is that GSK are largely nocturnal (Robertson 2003). But what exactly is meant by “largely”? Within this study, the day activity of kiwi seemed to increase with
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decreasing length of night and ranged up to a maximum of four hours a day. However, the activity data and their analysis must be treated with care, as the Egg Timers used were not designed
for the use with GSK, but for the Haast tokoeka kiwi (Apteryx australis 'Haast') and rowi kiwi.
Furthermore it is not exactly known what “active” means and at which point the transmitters
regarded a kiwi to be active.
There are also several factors, which were supposed to influence the activity of the kiwi.
Weather conditions and the moon phase have proved to have an effect on kiwi call behaviour
(McLennan & McCann 1991). In this study the data gained suggest that there is no strong connection between these environmental factors. Kiwi activity differed greatly between individual
birds on the same and consecutive days, whereas if moon or weather had an effect, it should
affect all kiwi more or less in the same way. Therefore, other factors may influence activity to a
higher extend, like the length of night as observed during this study. Nevertheless more research
is needed, as the use of Egg Timers is increasing nowadays and further activity data should be
sampled and compared with other studies. Furthermore, it is interesting that the breeding season
of GSK lasted from September-January in the North Branch. In comparison for Saxon and Kahurangi, a breeding season from late July-October with a few birds breeding until late December
was reported (McLennan & McCann 1991). In the Kiwi Best Practice Manual (Robertson &
Colbourne 2003) a time frame reaching from July-December is given for breeding seasons of
GSK. The reason why GSK in the North Branch were breeding relatively late is not known and
again further research is necessary.

4.2.3

Home range

General
Home-range sizes in the North Branch ranged from c. 20-35 ha with a mean of c. 29 ha for adult
birds. In comparison GSK territories at Saxon ranged from c. 10-42 ha with a mean home range
size of 23 ha (McLennan & McCann 1991). Furthermore, McLennan and McCann observed that
territories in the Gouland Downs ranged between 12-26 ha and at Kaharangi Point territory sizes
ranged from 8-25 ha (as cited in Marchant & Higgins 1990). For the Taramakau Valley
(Hokitika area) the mean territory size was estimated to be c. 20 ha (Eastwood 2002).
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Table 9 Approximated home range sizes estimated for different research areas, South Island, New Zealand.

Area

Home range size (ha)

Reference

min. and max.

mean

Hurunui North Branch

20-35

29

Saxon area

10-42

23

Kahurangi Point

8-25

-

Gouland Downs

12-26

-

Marchant and Higgins (1990)

-

20

Eastwood (2002)

Taramakau Valley/Hokitika

Result of this Master’s project
McLennan and McCann (1991)

In comparison to the other areas, the mean home range size calculated for the North Branch is
rather large, and the variation is relatively low in comparison to Saxon, but similar to Gouland
Downs and Kaharangi Point. McLennan and McCann (1991) suggested that “the mean and
variation of territory size may provide a more sensitive indicator for population health than the
actual layouts of the territories themselves”. The suggestion was that if all territories are large
the population density must be low, as the higher the population density the smaller the territories. Furthermore, McLennan and McCann (1991) wrote: “as demand and supply become more
equal, both the mean and variation of territory size should increase, as some birds attain territories, which approach the optimum size for that habitat”.
Several questions arise in that context, for example, how large is a large territory? The territory size will not only depend on population density, but also on habitat quality. Therefore, for
every region there will be another definition of a “large” territory, which can be only determined
by monitoring. Further questions arise like what in fact is optimum habitat for a GSK? No habitat analysis could be found during the literature review for GSK, and the only information obtained says that GSK seem to be more numerous in wet beech (Nothofagus sp.) forest with thick
ground cover of moss and lichens (Marchant & Higgins 1990). Also, why should the variation
in territory sizes increase if the area is homogenous and the habitat type differs only slightly? To
clarify this, habitat studies with feeding surveys are necessary to answer questions like: what
kind of tree and plant composition GSK favour; what kind of vertical and horizontal structure;
how much and what dimensions of dead wood do GSK seek and what about the temperature and
moisture of the ground? This information could then be linked with results of home range studies, to perhaps explain the size of a home range. The mean (adult) territory size of c. 29 ha for
the North Branch is still the largest compared to the literature. However, it is not known if this
size is a result of the habitat quality and/or population density.
Furthermore, the methods employed for the home-range sizes used for comparison are
barely explained in all cases in the literature. Also, it is not documented what home range estimators, with what settings, the other studies have chosen or which software was used. Furthermore, no location error was reported and the number of locations obtained is not disclosed. For
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this reason nothing can be said about the quality of other studies results or whether they are
comparable at all.
As the number of people currently working with kiwi is increasing, it is essential to establish a protocol of how to report results of home-range studies following the recommendations
given by Laver and Kelly (2008). Additionally, most of the other studies do not report the season for which the home range was estimated. Home-range sizes can be subject to changes during the year or in between years (Kenward 2001).

Stability of home ranges (comparison 2000/2005/2008)
For three pairs of the North Branch, which were nearly all (excluding Rooster) part of this indepth study, location data from 2000 and 2005 are available. On this basis, some careful conclusions can be drawn about the stability of the territories for these pairs.
The first pair, Asterix and Scabby, can be regarded to be a bonded pair since 2000, as both
birds were caught in the same home range and in 2007 were even in the same shelter. Furthermore, previous capture locations fit well in the home range estimated for summer 2007/2008,
which leads to the assumption that both home ranges had been highly stable since 2000. The
same assumptions apply for Carrhart and Levi, even if caught in 2000 some 100 m away from
the estimated home range. This merely leads to the impression that the home range could be
larger than calculated by this study or has been slightly shifted uphill for an unknown reason.
Carrhart and Levi are also believed to have been paired up since 2000. The third pair is Rooster
and Stooge. It is not known when they paired, or even with certainty whether they are a pair, but
as Rooster was found in 2005 in an adjacent territory (400 m southwest from his territory in
2007/2008) it can be assumed that the bonding of the pair was possible a relatively recent event.
The fact that Rooster seems to have shifted his territory again, does not make it easier to draw
conclusions. The home range of Stooge appears to be a little different. She was caught twice in
2000, once in her home range of 2007/2008 and the other time about 70 m further south. But
plotting her estimated home range and her capture locations leads to the possibility that all capture locations could be part of her 2007/2008 home range. Therefore, it seems that her home
range is stable and has changed little over the eight years.
Altogether the three pairs stayed in roughly the same area where they were first caught
and are holding their territories in almost every case since 2000; therefore the territories appear
to be stable. Nevertheless observations of the territory stability of three pairs are far too few to
make any general conclusions regarding population dynamics or health, and can only give an
indication in which direction the population is heading. Hence the next session of markrecapture in 2010 will hopefully bring more information, especially as 43 birds are currently
banded and for almost all of these the initial capture location was recorded. It should be there62

fore possible, if enough birds are captured in 2010, to make a statement about population dynamics and health. It would be preferable to also give a new estimation of the home range of the
10 intensely radio-tracked birds in this study, as this would give an even deeper insight into the
population dynamics.

Analysis of homing locations
Within this study the conclusion was made that a relatively low number of day shelter locations
(homing data) in comparison to triangulation fixes could be used to determine the home-range
size and shape for GSK in the North Branch. This theory emerged by observing that the day
shelters of kiwi were often located close to territory boundaries. Contrary to this theory stands
the hypothesis by Gasson (2005) that day shelter locations are poor indicators for GSK home
ranges. However, this conclusion was made for relocated birds in the Nelson Lakes National
Park and may differ from other GSK populations. The results of this study show that it is in fact
possible to get a good indication of home-range sizes of kiwi at least in the North Branch by
using homing data. But as every bird/pair showed slightly different patterns in placing their day
shelters, home range shapes and sizes gained only by homing data should be treated with some
caution. Therefore, it is advisable to use a minimum of 16 homing locations as shown in this
study and then to carry out an incremental area analysis based on the homing data in order to
find out how many homing locations are actually needed for each individual bird.
If only home-range size and shape are required, homing instead of triangulation has many
advantages. First, it is much more accurate than triangulation as almost all difficulties that occur
with triangulation do not influence homing. Locations are not estimated or calculated but actually known. A second advantage is that no night work would be involved, which means higher
safety for field staff. A third advantage is a reduction of staff costs as only one field worker instead of two is needed to get a homing location. The more birds that are radio tagged in an area,
the more homing locations of different birds can be gained per day. And when working in a
team of two experienced field workers, a minimum of 6-8 homing locations can be gained per
day, depending on the number of kiwi radio tagged in an area. This could lead to 60-80 locations obtained per 10 day field trip. Thus after two field trips a good indication of home ranges
of 6-8 neighbouring birds could be gained and further incremental area analysis during a third
field trip could show how many more homing locations are required.
Despite this, it should be kept in mind that calculated home ranges are always minimum
home ranges. Day shelters are supposed to be always placed in the actual home ranges, and
home range calculations based on homing data always exclude parts of home ranges where no
day shelters are located. Therefore, future studies should try to find out more about the correlation of home-range sizes calculated with triangulation data and home range sizes based on hom63

ing data. A serious problem that could occur when collecting homing data is the disturbance of
the birds by being too close and noisy or by leaving scent marks. Therefore, field workers
should be trained and advised by other experienced staff. The method used for homing during
this study seemed to be the method with the least effect on birds and with the lowest rate of interaction (see methods).

Subadult birds
Information about the home ranges of the two subadult birds should also be treated with caution
as it is not known if their territories are fully settled yet. Particularly Bow may shift her territory
again, like she had already done during this survey. It is also not clear what her relationship to
Piglet (RA-2821), the kiwi who appeared in Bows territory after finishing the field trials, actually is. It can only be speculated whether Bows behaviour is a result of the transmitter change or
if she was chased out of another bird’s territory. Therefore, it would be interesting to radio-track
both kiwi to document any interaction between them and learn more about potential subadult
behaviour (as neither the sex nor age are clearly determined yet). Overall it was found that the
more birds are radio tagged in an area, the more useful the information about their behaviours is,
as intraspecific interaction is of most importance for home range use studies.

Overlap of territories
Results of the overlap analysis carried out for neighbouring kiwi territories was less than 3%.
No information about overlap of neighbouring GSK territories is currently available in the literature. Taborsky and Taborsky (1999) reported for brown kiwi and Stewart Island tokoeka
(Apteryx australis lawryi) an overlap range of 3.3-61% for neighbouring kiwi. As these kiwi
species differ in behaviour from GSK the results are not really comparable, and just provide an
indication. The data from this study are also very limited as only in case of Percy and Clarabelle
neighbouring bird, Fiona, could be regularly radio tracked. Furthermore the mean location error
was 30.8 m for the triangulation data gained; hence the calculated overlap could be just a result
of the location error. Therefore, the results of the overlap analysis for neighbouring territories
should be treated with caution and require further investigation. The overlap analysis for the
three pairs shows diverse result ranging from 59% to 88% overlap. For brown kiwi and Stewart
Island tokoeka values of between 60.5% and 92.3% were calculated (Taborsky & Taborsky
1999). Even if these data are again not really comparable due to the different species, the data
seem to fit the results gained by this study quite well. As Rooster and Stooges behaviour was
quite diffuse and it even seems possible that they have split up, the range overlap of about 59%
may not be typically for intact GSK pairs and may lay more likely between 77% and 88%. It is
possible that overlap value may also increase with increased observation time.
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4.2.4

Behavioural aspects

Divorce in kiwi pairs
Conspicuous was the small home range of Stooge with c. 20 ha followed by the subadult Taihau
with c. 26 ha. It is not known whether Stooge and her partner Rooster had a chick during the
season 2007/2008. Evidence for the presence of a chick was given by egg shells, which were
found during November 2007 in the incubation burrow (Wylie & Yong 2008); however, the
chick was never located. If there was a chick living during this study it could be an explanation
for the very small home range of Stooge. On the other hand it is not known with whom the
chick stays and for how long, as well as how large the activity range of a chick is. The only information available was obtained by the Rotoiti Nature Recovery Project (Paton et al. 2007) that
found a chick was still sheltering with its parents at an age of eight months. It was regularly
observed since it was about five months old. Each time it was checked it was found still sheltering with both parents in the same general area. As this information is based only on one chick,
the data can not be interpreted to be a typical behaviour of a GSK chick or its parents. But future
research showing similar behaviour patterns would give evidence that there was a chick located
with Stooge. Another possible explanation could be the habitat quality in Stooges territory
might be higher than in other kiwi territories. Furthermore Rooster was caught sharing a burrow
with another female in the neighbouring territory and seemed to have left his normal range to
move further up a side stream.
Divorce in GSK pairs is relatively seldom, but was been observed before (McLennan &
McCann 1991). There are primarily two reasons why divorce may occur within bird pairs
(Choudhury 1995). First, improved reproductive success; either because of better compatibility
with a new partner (Rowley 1983), or because of the better quality of a new partner or territory.
Second, divorce is forced upon the partners by the action of competing conspecifics, or by accidental separation (i.e. kiwi adopt salvage strategies). Taborsky and Taborsky (1999) considered
as likely that divorce in kiwi occurs rather as a salvage strategy and not to obtain a mate of
higher quality, because there is no evidence for mate improvement after divorce, and divorce
only occurred during their research in a strongly female-biased population. The data set of the
North Branch shows that 72% of all 43 captured kiwi were females, using only data from
2007/2008 the value for the 29 birds drops to 61%. Accordingly the sex ratio seems to be
slightly female-biased in the North Branch. However, pairs like Asterix and Scabby, and Carrhart and Levi are known to be paired up since 2000 and no incident of divorce is thus for
known.
Another factor not mentioned before, which may have led to Roosters migration is disturbance as Rooster was often tracked down by DoC staff in order to find a possible egg/ chick and
for transmitter attachment and change. In addition to that disturbance, homing for this study was
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carried out as well. Therefore, another possible explanation for Roosters behaviour could be that
he is more sensitive to handling and disturbances than the other kiwi and therefore migrated
further up Hurunui side valley in an attempt to avoid detection.

Interaction in pairs
The North Branch GSK study showed that pairs met regularly during the night and spent considerable time with each other (with the exception of Rooster and Stooge). Sometimes they used
the same area (or even burrow) for sheltering at daytime. Marchant and Higgins (1990) concluded that bonded GSK pairs shelter together c. 40% of days based on unpublished information
from McLennan’s and McCann’s Northwest Nelson study (1987-1990). However these results
differ a lot from results of this Master’s research project. Only in 5% of days pairs sheltered
together.
Pairs usually stayed in contact for a whole night via calls. The call frequency seemed to
increase prior to the meeting of pairs. These results are gained by radio tracking three pairs, and
no information could be found in literature regarding the behaviour of GSK pairs for comparison. As only three pairs were observed during this study; which is far too few to come to general
conclusion how GSK pairs behave, this topic remains to a large extent unknown. The time and
financial frame of this research project was limiting and there is no doubt that limited research
mostly generates more questions than answers. Therefore, again further research is needed.
Jacobs’ modified index of interaction (Jacobs 1974; Kenward et al. 2002) seemed to have
worked quite well, as the lowest value was obtained for Rooster and Stooge (0.16). On the other
hand the highest value was calculated for Percy and Clarabelle (0.62), not for Asterix and
Scabby (0.33) who had the highest overlap percentage. It was expected that the pair with the
highest overlap would also have the highest Jacobs’ index, as a high index would mean that the
birds were seeking each other and would been rather close to each other using the same area.
But it has to been taken into account that even if a pair spends a reasonable amount of time close
to each other, rare excursions to border areas lead to an increase of home range size, therefore if
one partner has not visited this area during the field trials the percent overlap decreases.

4.2.5

Territory mapping

Territory mapping is usually applied for breeding birds to estimate population density using call
counts (Lancia et al. 2005). It is generally considered to be an imprecise and inaccurate method
(Gasson 2005), especially if underlying assumptions are not detailed or the measuring errors of
different researchers are not taken into account (Lancia et al. 2005). The modified territory map
drawn in case of this GSK study was mainly based on data from territory mean size estimation
calculated from ten radio-tracked birds, additionally captured kiwi, and to a smaller extent on
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call counts. Due to financial limits it was not possible during this study to confirm that all possible kiwi territories in research area A were occupied, and for nearly 50% of the 24 occupied
territories within research area A it is not known whether they are occupied by a single bird or
by a pair.
Still the territory map proved to be a very good estimation of actual available territories
and their occupancy was confirmed when the Waimakariri area office (DoC) decided to catch
more birds in research area A for Operation Nest Egg (May-July 2008). Using the territory map,
18 more kiwi were caught and at least 24 territories out of 56 calculated possible territories were
found to be occupied by kiwi. Wherever a territory was assumed to be and capture (using kiwi
dogs) was carried out, kiwi were caught, which leads to the assumption that all possible kiwi
territories are likely to be occupied as there was no reason found why there should be gaps between territories. Mapping occurred almost exclusively along the Hurunui river as this was the
main area where research was carried out and no kiwi were found above the tree line at about
1200 m altitude. Therefore this altitude was determined to be a limiting factor for kiwi territories. This fits with observations made by McLennan and McCann (1994). Still it is not known
for sure whether any kiwi live above the tree line. A main reason was the difficult terrain where
camps at altitudes above 1200 m proved to be impractical as no triangulation was possible from
these altitudes due to reflections and blocking ridges. For kiwi call counts it is recommended to
spend at least four clear nights listening at one site, since call rates are highly variable between
nights (McLennan & McCann 1991). This way multiple nights would have been spent above
1200 m only for kiwi listening and due to financial reasons kiwi listening above 1200 m was
discontinued.

4.2.6

Population estimation

GSK population density for the North Branch was estimated to be about 5 birds/km² (Table 10)
or 2 pairs/km². McLennan and McCann (1991) reported 4 pairs/km² for the Saxon area, for Kahurangi Point they estimated 3 pairs/km². Paparoa Range is thought to hold a density of 1.5
pairs/km² and for Southern Northwest Nelson 1 pair/km² was approximated (McLennan &
McCann 1994). Eastwood (2002) estimated for the Hokitika area a GSK density of 10
birds/km². McLennan and McCann (1994) also approximated GSK density for the entire Arthur’s Pass–Hurunui district of c. 2–3 birds/km².
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Table 10 Results of population density estimation for GSK in different areas, South Island, New Zealand.

Area

Population density
pairs/km²

birds/km²

Hurunui North Branch

2

5

Saxon area

4

-

Kahurangi Point

3

-

Paparoa Range

1.5

-

Southern Northwest Nelson

1

-

Arthur’s Pass-Hurunui district

-

2-3

Taramakau Valley/Hokitika

-

10

Reference
Result of this Masters project
McLennan and McCann (1991)

McLennan and McCann (1994)

Eastwood (2002)

Estimated population densities range between 1 pair/km² up to 10 birds/km² depending on the
results gained in different research areas. Unfortunately the authors giving density values in
pairs seem to exclude the numbers of subadults and chicks. Even authors giving density values
in birds/km² often do not use all age groups of birds, but only adults. The bird density for the
Taramakau Valley (Eastwood 2002) was calculated using average territory size and pairs. Again
no subadults or chicks were taken into account, so the calculated values should be reported not
in birds/km² but in pairs/km².
A problem with all density and population size numbers is that different authors use different methods, which makes it difficult to compare numbers. In addition, the methods used for
estimating population densities are often insufficiently reported. McLennan and McCann (1994)
used radio-tracking in the Saxon area, as did Eastwood (2002) at Kahurangi Point and in the
Taramakau Valley. In the Paparoa Range kiwi listening was carried out, but which estimation
method was used for population numbers given in case of Southern Northwest Nelson or the
Arthur’s Pass-Hurunui district is not reported (McLennan & McCann 1994). In many studies
where radio tracking was applied, it is not known: 1) how the population densities were estimated; 2) whether territory occupancy were taken into account; 3) if the mean home range size
was used for extrapolating and 4) if data were used from areas where all kiwi were captured and
radio-tracked for extrapolating (i.e. total count).
Territory sizes calculated by McLennan and McCann (1994) for the Saxon area ranged
from c. 10-42 ha with a mean home-range size of 23 ha. As the territory sizes seem to differ to a
large extent, a population density estimation using a mean home-range size would be rather imprecise. It is also not known how the kiwi call data was used for the density estimation in the
Paparoa Range. Therefore, the comparability of these studies is rather doubtful. The Taramakau
area (near kiwi hut) is located about 15 km west of the North Branch. Both valleys are part of
the GSK Arthur’s Pass - Hurunui population and are comparable to a large extend. The vegetation only differs slightly from the North Branch, consisting mainly of mixed beech and podo68

carp forest (Eastwood 2002). However, most unusual is that the estimated GSK density for the
Taramakau research area is calculated to be two times higher than the estimated value for the
North Branch. On the basis of unpublished call-count data Eastwood (2002) found that the adjacent valley floor sites up and downstream the research of Taramakau appear to have a much
lower density and he assumes that densities also fall off higher up the mountain slopes (Eastwood 2002). These statements lead to the impression that 10 birds/km² for the Taramakau valley
are likely to be an overestimate. McLennan and McCann (1994) estimated the overall density
for the whole GSK Arthur’s Pass – Hurunui population at 2-3 birds/km² and state that :“…much
of this land is above the tree line, unstable, and exceptionally steep; it is unsuitable for GSK…
The birds live almost entirely in the forested valleys between the various mountain ranges and
in the alpine scrublands along their margins”. Taking the likely unsuitable kiwi habitat in this
mountainous area into account, this estimation seems to be reasonable. Nevertheless, it is not
known in detail, what in fact is unsuitable kiwi habitat, not to mention that the distribution of
GSK is still not known in detail (Van Hal & Grant 2007). The calculated number of 5 birds/km²
or 2 pairs/km² for the North Branch in this study still seems to be low in comparison to the other
research sites. Estimated numbers were only lower at the Paparoa Range and Southern Northwest Nelson, but this makes sense when considering that only about 66% of the total area in the
North Branch seems to be suitable for kiwi (McLennan & McCann 1994). In particular, the estimated tree line home-range limit of about 1200 m altitude for GSK strongly constricts the area
of suitable habitats in this mountainous area with mountain ranges up to 1670 m. On the other
hand, only the minimum number of subadults was applied and chicks were completely omitted
due to lack of data. Therefore, the overall kiwi density might still be underestimated. However,
the calculated population density and population size for the North Branch are only estimations
and should be treated as such. Further research in the North Branch and future results of markrecapture studies will add information to this approximation and will help to improve the precision of these estimates.

4.2.7

Future research and management implications

While reviewing GSK-related literature it became apparent that there are many major knowledge gaps regarding all aspects of GSK biology. Hence one objective of this study with the limited frame of a Master’s research project was to contribute reliable information to these topics. It
was therefore rather fascinating to see how, with every new bit of information obtained, numerous new questions appeared. A side effect of this research is to bring together published information on GSK and to assemble questions, which still need to be answered. This was not
straightforward as literature on GSK is rare and often hard to get. A lot of information is held
back in unpublished DoC and Landcare Research reports. Most information regarding GSK can
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be found in McLennan and McCann’s reports, Ecology of GSK in Northwest Nelson (1991) and
their Genetic variability, distribution, and abundance of GSK (1994). A problem of having little
available information on GSK is that often research results gained from studies on different kiwi
species are applied to GSK. Robertson (2004) states that : “Research on different kiwi populations has shown that population dynamics are highly variable between taxa, between populations of the same taxon, and within a population in different years.” For example, predators are
believed to be the main reason for decline in kiwi populations, but all information reported in
this context trace back to one publication by McLennan et al. (1996) about brown kiwi. The
results of this study are applied to all other kiwi species according to Robertson (2004): “because the main agents of decline are widespread, it is likely that all mainland kiwi taxa are declining at a similar rate, except perhaps at high altitude in the South Island”. Making generalising statements is risky, if on the other hand it is believed that all kiwi taxa are highly different
within their population dynamics (Robertson 2004). Therefore, more fundamental research is
needed to make any assumptions regarding population dynamics or health of GSK, and for effective management and monitoring.
New research questions, which developed during the GSK North Branch project, are
listed in (Appendix 6). Much of the information sought after are input variables needed to undertake Population Viability Analysis (PVA). For example, this study estimated the kiwi population size and density for the North Branch, but it is unlikely to be a closed population. It is not
known in detail how far this population ranges to the west and east and how many subpopulations there actually are within the Arthur’s Pass - Hurunui population. In fact to which
degree is the Arthur’s Pass – Hurunui population fragmented into sub-populations and acts as a
“Metapopulation4”? Is the North Branch, or at least the whole valley up to Lake Sumner, separated from other surrounding GSK populations? Furthermore, if spatially separated how high is
the immigration rate from one patch to another? These are basic data needed to apply a PVA.
An additional GSK population size estimation will also be needed for the Lake Sumner region
reaching up to the cattle fence of the North Branch, as conditions differ for GSK with dogs and
stock present, and vegetation burning is still carried out by farmers. Further the fragmentation
within the valley should be studied. Answering these research questions helps to model the kiwi
populations using a PVA. A forecast about population health and extinction risk of the North
Branch GSK (sub-) population and/or for the whole Arthur’s Pass-Hurunui (meta-) population
could then be given. If results of a PVA suggested that the population is at risk, it would then be
possible to model different management scenarios to show which one would have the most positive influence on the population. A scientifically-sound method (Mills et al. 2005) would there4

Metapopulation: a Metapopulation is a network of subpopulations isolated in habitat patches, which interact at
some level.
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fore try to get information about the initial population size (gained by this study), with survival
rate data for all age stages and emigration-migration rates, and then set up a PVA and apply the
results for competing management actions. Associated with this approach should be an ongoing
monitoring programme (Mills et al. 2005).
This Master’s research project of course provides only a starting point, an estimation of
the current “status quo” of the GSK population in the DoC monitored part of the North Branch,
where GSK-related management actions could and are already applied. But does this research
truly document the status quo? During-and-before data telemetry collection, a management tool
Operation Nest Egg (ONE) was already applied. It can not be estimated how strong the influence of this tool already was. It is not known if ONE changed the kiwi behaviour or even split
up pairs (Rooster and Stooge) when eggs were flown out or when incubation burrows were disturbed. DoC is therefore currently thinking about discontinuing ONE and keeping the North
Branch as a non-treatment control site and to monitor this area in comparison to other managed
areas where intensive predator control is carried out (M. Wylie, Department of Conservation,
Waimakariri Area Office, pers. comm., 20th October 2008). Monitoring could then be applied
after a couple of years to see if shifts within the ten bird’s territories have occurred. In addition,
a more advanced version of the mark-recapture study of the Kiwi Recovery Group could be
applied.
The last mark-recapture study in 2005 had problems with catching or even hearing kiwi
and the assumption was that the GSK population may have declined between 2000 and 2005
(Robertson 2005). But Robertson (2005) remarked that birds were remarkably elusive and quiet
during the study and that numbers may have been underestimated during the study.
Furthermore, it was observed that birds previously handled did not reply to taped calls. As
mark-recapture relies on assumptions such as the capture probabilities for all sampled animals
(Pledger et al. 2003), it will be difficult to get reliable results from the GSK North Branch markrecapture study. Furthermore, kiwi calls were used to estimate the population status (markrecapture study), which is troublesome as the quantity of kiwi calls tend to be infrequent and
unpredictable (McLennan & McCann 1991). A further refined or new method is needed. Corfield (2004) suggests individualized calls could be used instead of actually capturing birds, but
more research is needed. “More research is needed” is one of the most used terms throughout
this thesis. The North Branch gives an excellent opportunity with 29 birds already radio tagged.
Transmitter signals are currently only used for Operation Nest Egg and could be used to try to
answer at least some of the research questions detailed in Appendix 6.
This study is not able to answer the question of whether the GSK population in the
North Branch is indeed declining and if so, at what rate. But as long as population dynamics are
unknown, invasive management actions like Operation Nest Egg might be in fact counterpro71

ductive for GSK population health. If indeed the population is in decline it will do no good to
fly out eggs in order to raise the chicks in captivity and release them in a different area where
predator management is carried out. This will weaken the North Branch population even more,
especially when the risk of disturbing the breeding process is so high that they may break the
egg or even desert their chicks. Even if the captive-raised kiwi are released in the North Branch
it is not known whether they can survive without parental guardians and socially-learned skills.
And of course, it is very questionable to shift genetic material around. For example further DNA
research of existing populations will be very limited if chicks are moved to different places. If
the population is not declining, but is struggling to be stable it would also do no good to remove
eggs and chicks as maybe this action will lead to disturbance and induce shyness for the birds
and then could lead to the start of decline.
Therefore it is recommendable; that every undertaken management action should be based on a
sound scientific basis, particularly if the current population status is not known.
This applies especially to the whole Arthur’s Pass/Hurunui (Meta)population, which is
thought to consist of only about 3.000 birds (McLennan & McCann 1994) and is therefore regarded by Frankham, Ballou and Briscoe (2002) to be a small population. As direct management, can have a profound influence, and one attempt can already be too much and drive a vulnerable population further towards extinction, management actions need to be extremely carefully chosen (Mills et al. 2005).
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